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Reference Library 

Former editions of the Prairie Garden may be obtained at $1.00 per copy, 
post paid, by writing to: 

THE PRAIRIE GARDEN, 
Box 90 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Editions still available are: 

1965 Edition 
1966 Edition 
1967 Edition 
1968 Edition 
1969 Edition 

(very limited) 
(limited) 

(out of print) 

1970 Edition 
1971 Edition 
1972 Edition 
1973 Edition 

Further, to assist you in finding the gardening information you require, 
a complete nine year, 1964 - 1973, PRAIRIE GARDEN INDEX is available. 
This Index lists articles in previous Prairie Gardens, giving the year in which they 
appeared, on the following topics: 

Planning the Home Grounds 

Lawns and Grasses 
Diseases of Plants 
Garden Tools and Equipment 
Greenhouses 
Insecticides and Insect Control 
Plant Propagation 
Plant Protection 
Rock Gardens 
Soils and Composts 
Weeds and Weedicides 

Trees and Shrubs - Pruning 
Shrubs and Hedges 
Trees 

Annuals 

Bulbs, Tubers and RhiLomes 
Flower Arranging 
Perennials 
Roses 
Vegetables 
Fruit Trees, Small Fruits and Berries 
Vines and Climbers 
Native Plants 
House Plants 
African Violets 
Attracting Birds 
Miscellaneous 
Horticultural Societies and Projects 

Send for your PRAIRIE GARDEN INDEX, 1964 -1973 

Available FREE from: 

Publication Section 
Manitoba Department of Agriculture 

713 Norquay Building, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3C OPB 
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Editorial Changes 

G. S. Reycraft Phyllis Thomson 

For sixteen years the name Glad 
Reycraft was synonymous with the 
Prairie Garden. Mr. Reycraft as editor, 
together with the members of the 
Prairie Garden Committee, gathered 
the materials and worked hard to put 
out a meaningful publication annually. 
The publication progressed and now 
has a beautifu l colored section in it. 
Last spring Mr. Reycraft decided to 
shed the editorial mantle, but agreed 
to stay on as a member of the Prairie 
Garden Committee. This committee 
held a special dinner for G lad and his 
wife to thank them both for this labor 
of love. We are sure that all our 
readers will wish to join us in thanking 
Glad for his long and faithful services. 

The Prairie Garden Committee was 
pleased to find a competent replace
ment for editor in the person of Mrs. 
Phyllis Thomson. Mrs. Thomson has 
considerable experience in the editoria l 
field. Her daily work is involved with 
laying out and editing publications and 
bulletins. The Prairie Garden once 
again is in good hands. 

Roger Brown 

When Mr. Reycraft was editor he 
also took care of the Prairie Garden 
finances. I t was decided to appoint 
both an editor and a treasurer. Mr. 
Roger Brown is our new treasurer. 
He presently is the president of the 
Winnipeg Horticultural Society. We 
are fortunate indeed to have this 
young dedicated horticulturist as our 
treasurer. 

All correspondence to the editor, 
treasurer or any other Prairie Garden 
member should be mailed to the 
following address: 

The Prairie Garden 
P.O. Box 517 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3C 2)3 

All of us in the Prairie Garden 
Committee greatly appreciate the 
support of all those who write for it. 
We are grateful to all Horticultural 
Societies for selling and promoting the 
Prairie Garden. 

P.J. Pe ters, Chairman 
Prairie Garden Committee 
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Reference List 
of Articles on Landscaping 

IN THE 1964 TO 1973 EDITIONS OF 
THE PRAIRIE GARDEN 

LANDSCAPE DESIGN 
Year Page 

1965 8 Do's and Don'ts in Homeground Landscaping 
1966 52 Landscaping for Amateurs . . . . . . 
1966 33 Landscaping Urban Sites . . . . . . . 
1967 78 Landscaping Around the Home . . . . . 
1968 27 Design Home Garden for Beauty and Comfort 

G.A. Schoch 
J.A. Menzies 

D.G. Hoag 
F.J. Weir 

E.J. Walker 
· G. Hilderman 

W. Shelmerdine 
F.J. Weir 

O.M. Hammer 
J. W. Sondenshausen 

1968 25 Home Landscaping Design 
1969 65 The Plan ned Home Landscape 
1970 106 Landscaping a Corner Lot 
1971 18 Principles of Landscape Design 
1971 14 Landscaped Garden 
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION 

a) WALKS AND PATIOS 

1966 71 New Ways in Patio Construction. 
1971 13 A Patio With a Difference 
b) ROCK GARDENS 

1966 75 Our Rock Garden 
1966 73 Plants for the Rock Garden 
1967 100 Rock Gardens and Plants 
1972 76 Rocks in Landscaping 
1973 24 Rock Garden Perennials 
c) WATER FEATURES 

1964 6 Poo ls and Water Gardens 
d) WOODEN STRUCTURES 

1964 28 A Wooden Fence for Every Yard 
e) OUTDOOR LIGHTING 

1965 105 Make the Most of Summer with Outdoor Lighting 
1970 42 Lighting in the Home Gar~en 

PARK PLANNING 

1971 102 A Community Park. . . . 

STREET LANDSCAPI NG 

1965 58 Boulevard Trees for the Prairies 
1967 34 Landscaping Bridge Interchanges 

G.A. Schoch 
A. Holland 

W.R. Leslie 
R.C. Pragne ll 

M. Hanna 
· E.P. Bollhorn 
R.H. Knowles 

K. Fegol 

G.A. Schoch 

P. Thomson 
J.M. Smith 

· H.R. Lamont 

· R.H. Patmore 
· G.A. Schoch 
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ECOLOGY - ENVIRONMENT 

1972 56 Sound Control and Plants 

TREE AND SHRUB SELECTION 
Year Page 

1964 49 Spruce and Pine 
1964 99 The Art of Shrub Arrangements 
1964 97 Texture in the Garden 
1964 42 Hedges, Trees and Shrubs . 
1965 68 Low Shrubs and Perennials 
1966 61 Dwarf Hedges 
1966 47 Shrubs for Fall Foliage Color. 
1966 38 Fruits as Ornamentals 
1966 36 Shrubs for Colorful Fruits 
1967 112 Ornamental Trees and Shrubs 
1968 9 Trees for Prairie Shelter Belts 
1970 119 Use of Native Trees and Shrubs 
1971 23 Trees for Urban Home Grounds 
1971 10 Shelter with Beauty and Fruits 

1972 64 Tree Planning and Selection 
1972 52 Shrub Rose Border 
1973 70 Landscaping with Perennials 

TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING 

1968 100 Transp lantingtheLargerTree 
1968 98 Moving of Established Trees 
1969 56 Transplanting Large Trees 

TREE AND SHRUB MAINTENANCE 

1964 13 Pruning Ornamental Shrubs 
1966 122 Dutch Elm Disease . . . . 
1966 81 Pruning Late-Flowering Shrubs 
1966 65 Fertilizers for Trees and Shrubs 
1967 120 Care of N ursery Stock 
1968 76 Pruning Pointers 
1971 26 Dutch Elm Disease 
1972 60 Pruning Trees 

GROUND MAINTENANCE 

1967 80 Shortcuts in Maintenance 

LAWN CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 

1965 30 Weed Control in Turf . . . . 
1967 32 Care and Maintenance of Lawns 
1972 8 Snow Mold on Lawns . . . . 
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Winnipeg-

A City of Natural Museums 
BRUCE W. RICHARDS 

Almost every city in North America 
possesses one or more rine buildings 
dedicated to the display of various 
artifacts from the history of man and 
nature. While extremely intere ting 
and educational techniques have been 
developed to appropriately display 
these artifacts to the public, the 
situations are nevertheless only imu
lations of the real thing. Various 
citizens of Winnipeg from both the 
private and public sector are endeavor
ing to remedy the situation of artificial
ly reconstructing portions of the 
natural system in gla s display cases. 
Through quirks of fate, foUl' ecolo
gica l plant and an imal communities 
have withstood the encroachment of 
the expanding city suburbs. Each 
natu ral communi ty is a good repre
sen tative of much larger communities 
which once covered the entire Win
nipeg area, Tallgrass Prair ie, Mixed 
Oak and Aspen Forest, Riverbank 
Hardwood Forests and Prairie Mar h
land . 

While each natural area i a mere 
fragment of the origina l expanses of 
prairie vegetation, they are pre ently 
self-sustaining and will continue to be 
so if protected and assisted by man. 
Two of the communities have already 
been designated as natural museums; 
150 acres of Ta llgrass Prairie in 1970 

were officially dedicated as the Living 
Prairie Museum and earl ier th is year 
approximately 700 acres of Mixed 
Oak and Aspen Forest were alloca ted 
for preservation as the Assi niboine 
Forest. A task force of several pro
fessionals from various fields are 
presently conducting an ali-encompass
ing study on the establishment of 
nearly 75 acres of Rjverbank Hard
wood Forests as a park preserve, ex
tending from the Red River along 
Bunn 's Creek approximately two miles 
upstream. Recently, a five -acre site in 
the south-eastern sector of the city 
has been discovered to be an excellen t 
examp le of a Prairie Marsr.land com
munity. Preliminary data is presently 
being gathered on the native flora and 
fauna in the area with intention and 
desire that it, too, will eventua ll y be 
designated as a natural museum. 

The foUl' sites display a rich and 
distinctive legacy of e olog ical inter
relationships between flora and fauna. 
While evidence of man's pre ence and 
interference appears on each site, it is 
generally minimal and with the initi
ation of a program of assistance under 
the guidance of a team of ecologists, 
Loologists and botan ists, the ites 
should recover their pristine quality 
within a relatively short time . There 
are numerous and complex problems 

THE PRAIRIE GARDEN, 1974 

Characteristics of the Assiniboinc F ores! 
are meadow clearings surrounded by thi ck 
forest stands of Aspen and Oak. 

(Photography by Museum of Man an d 
Nature). 

to be worked out associated with the 
requirements peculiar to each site. 
However, these problems must be re
solved and compromises made if the 
designation of almost a 1,000 acres of 
City property for natural museums is 
to be justified. Once all the necessary 
steps and precautions are taken to 
satisfactorily guarantee the future 
compatability of these natural areas 
within the city system, work can begin 
on d~veloping interpretive programs 
for each park. Plans have already been 
prepared for an interpretive centre and 
facilities for the " Living Prairie 
Museum". The interpretive centres tor 
the wilderness parks should inc lude 
lecture rooms, sma ll theatres, and 
space and fac i I i ties for displays. In 
addition to being staffed with tra ined 
personnel to provide in for mation to 
the public, a system of labelling 
characteristic species and their eco
logical relationships with the com
munity shou ld be displayed along 
carefully laid out systems of paths 
and trails. 

The creation of natural parks in 
Winnipeg will add a new dimension of 
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Deer abound on the Assiniboine Forest site 
and can be viewed at close range as this 
winter scene shows. 

(Photography by Museum of MJn and 
Nature). 

education and pleasure to an al eady 
extensive system of parks within th 
City limits. Until recent year~, parb 
were exclusively created along the 
tradit ional lines of mul ti-purpose, inten
sive use. While there is still an on
going need for this more manicured 
type of park, there is now a realization 
that the natural, primarily single
purpose park has an important role to 
play in a well balanced parks' system. 
Just as sports parks fulfil a great need 
for various kinds of physical recreation, 
natural parks fu lfil the need for passive 
recreation and a greater underslanding 
and appreciat ion of nature. In ad
dition to providing practical experience 
in outdoor classrooms for schools and 
various nature or iented organizations, 
such as Boy Scouts and Girl Guides, 
the general public will appreciate and 
benefit from the healthful exercise 
inherent in the concept of a wilderness 
park. Hiking, jogging, cycling, cross
country skiing and snow-shoeing are 
all viable and compatib le means of 
transversing nature parks. Cons idera
tion is also being given to introducing 
inconspicuous exerci e facilities at 
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r-_,--,,-IN. I ERPRE1JVE CENTER 
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"''''I(INO 10M. 

PROPOSED PLAN c 
ST. JAMES ASSINIBOIA PRAIRIE 

HllDERMAH I INGMIR£ ~""OKA" AlIIc.unCT. 
IU CUHUIN.Al It W IN",I'IQ • MANITO'" LIVING 

Development plans have already been pre
pared for the Living Prairie Museum. The 
other natural museum sites are expected 
to be deve loped along similar lines. 

(Drawings by Garry Hilderman & Associa tes, 
Landscape Architects and Planners). 

MUSEUM 

intervals along some of the paths. The 
visitor then has the option of nature 
appreciation or healthful exercise, or 
both. 

On a continent that has only in 
recent years become ecology con
scious, Winnipeg is setting a fine ex
ample. The city indeed is extremely 
fortunate to have some remnants of 
its natural history still availab le close 
at hand, whereas many other large 
centres are suffering the consequences 
and trying to find remedies for the 
heedless destruction of their own 
natural environments. The concept of 
preserving wilderness areas as nature
museum parks in Winnipeg dates back 
only to the 1960's when support was 
first genera ted for the establ ish men t 
of "Assiniboine Forest" in 1964, and 
the "Living Prairie Museum" in 1967. 
As Winnipeg is celebrating its 1 OOth 
Anniversary of incorporation as a city 
this year, what more fitting Centennial 
project could be conceived than the 
enthusiastic support of its citizens to 
further the establishment and pre
paration of permanent museums as 
legacies of natura l history . 

Another forest community under study for 
preservatinn occurs along the banks of 
Bunn's Creek where Elm and Willow 
dominate the tree cover. 

(Photography by E. Letinsky). 

AFRICAN VIOLETS 
f rom Canada's lead inq grower and 
Hy bri d izer. 

Write f.or f ree 1974 cata logue featuring 
over 400 latest Afri can Violet varieties 
and large selections of Orchids, Gloxinias, 
Cacti , Tropical Plants, Fuchsias. etc., 
all avai lable to you by mai l. 

Harborcrest Nurseries 
Box 40, Brentwood Bay, B.C. 
"We ship from Coast to Coast" 
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A New Concept for the 

Urban Street Scene 
BRUCE W. RICHARDS, B. E. S. 

At the time when mo t North 
American cities were incorporated, 
nature spread for miles and mile in 
every direction. The citizens of these 
ear ly urban centres were not concerned 
about preserving areas or na ture with
in the city. They were more concerned 
with duplicating the "b ig city" image 
found in cities or the "civilized" world. 
As time passed and the city spread 
out to engulf the natural environment, 
the original city core evolved into 
the "concrete jungle". Nature cea ed 
to exist in or near many or the e 
centres and the inhabitants were forced 
to travel grea ter and greater d i tances 
to catch a glimpse of the system rrom 
which they evo lved. Sociologist from 
many rields have formulated the argu
ment that because man is a part or the 
natural system, he mu t remain in 
contact with it if he is to runction 
proper ly. We now realiLe that more 
psychologica l and ociological problems 
exist for residents of the innermost 
areas or the city than for the uburban 
areas. While the contributing ractors 
are many, a major Gne is the lack or 
what is rererred to as "green space". 
Because it is extremely difficult, if not 
impossible, to secure land ror parks 
in the downtown area, the remaining 
viable alternative for reinstating nature 

into the city system is found in the 
street environment. 

While the traditional techniques of 
utiliLing trees and shrubs on turfed 
boulevards is still the most appropriate 
means or creating a visually satisfying 
and pleasant street environment in the 
suburban areas, they can no longer 
have general application to the down
town area. A ho t of limitations to 
uch techniques have evolved in the 

urban environment. The micro-climate 
in most urban centres is no longer 
conducive for plant material. Pollution 
as emitted in vast quantities from 
au tomobiles and r urnaces, in tensified 
temperature variat ions, excessive 
ground compaction from decades or 
pedestrian trampling, and immence 
concentrations of salt fro m snow-clear
ing, combine to create an extremely 
harsh and hostile environment ror 
plant lire. Many of the remaining 
origina l boulevard treatments in the 
downtown area reriect the adverse 
conditions that have evo lved. Many 
boulevards are unsightly and help to 
create a poor image or the downtown 
area. It is interesting that visitors are 
quick to reali ze and criticiLe the e 
occurrences in other cities but, how
ever, do not recogniLe them in their 
own city. Becau e of the constant 
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Illustration I 

The treatment of narrow downtown boule
vards with hard, textured and colorful 
materials will improve the overall image of 
th e street by replacing the unkept appear
ance of the boulevard with an organized, 
" neat", allweather surface. 

Photo by G. A. Schoch 

Sketches by B. W. Rich ards 
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presence in daily life, peop le tend to 
be unaware of many unpleasant situ
ations until they make a conscious 
effort to look around for them. When 
they do, the result can be quite dis
quieting when they realize that many 
of their street scenes do create, in 
fact, negative impressions for visitors. 
Civic-minded citizens, once aware, will 
inevitab ly exert pressure to upgrade 
the visua l appearance of the city's 
"street-scape" . 

Since only limited use can be made 
of plant material, the redevelopment 
of the street environment should 
utilize organic as well as inorganic 
components of nature (Illustration 1). 
Stone, brick, or colored pre-cast pavers 
can be incorporated into even a narrow 
street right-of-way to create color and 
texture in an otherwise drab environ
ment. On narrow streets, where all 
the public right-of-ways must be devot
ed to vehicular and pedestrian traffic, 
adjacent landowners may be persuaded 
to landscape the fronts of their 
properties if sufficient building set
back allows. If the bui ldings front 
directly on the city right-of-way, then 
encouraging several adjoining property 
owners to redevelop the facades to 
conform with an overall design will do 
much to enhance the street scene. 
This method has met with consider
able success in various North American 
cities where dilapidated commercial 
districts have redeve loped according 
to a uniform design concept and 
financially benefited from the renewed 
public interest in the area. The 
elimination of util ity poles and over
head wiring, and the design coord i
na tion of street accessories such as 
signs, telephone booths, waste recepta
cles, etc., wi ll create a new "spacious
ness" in a previously "cluttered" look
ing street. 

THE PRAI RIE GARDEN, 1974 

Where wide street allowances permit, 
plant material can be utilized. Many 
wide solid concrete sidewalks are never 
fully utilized by pedestrians. A strip 
of several feet adjacent to the road is 
usually seldom used by pedestrians. 
Here a "buffer strip" of landscape can 
be created which has a functional as 
well as visual benefit (Illustration 2). 
Besides visual ly diminishing the vast 
open expanse of concrete, the land
scaping separates pedestrian from 
vehicular movement. As shown in the 
illustration, a variety of features can 
be incorporated into a flexible design 
to allow for the presence of under
ground utilities, trans it stops, parking 
meters, etc. The resulting variety will 
create a visually pleasant and interest
ing experience for both pedestrians 
and motorists (Illustration 3). 

The use of organic and inorganic 
landscape materials to dim in ish wide, 
sterile, expanses of concrete can be 
incorporated into street medians 
(Illustration 4), and other surplus lands 
in the downtown area. Where maximum 
visibility is desirable, such as islands 
between converging traffic routes, the 
landscape treatment can be kept low 
by incorporating materials of texture 
and color into the horizontal plain. 
Trees with a high branching habit 
could also be included, if sufficient 
space is available, without significantly 
obstructing views. 

The street environments of most 
downtown North American cities can 
be greatly enhanced by re-introducing 
aspects of nature back into the urban 
setting. To be sure there are many 
difficulties that will be encountered, 
created by the numerous variables 
found in any dynamic city structure. 
No specific so lution can be generally 
applied to the entire downtown area. 
The number of factors to be consider-
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Il lustration 2 

The incorporation of trees, shrubs, and 
flowers into a six-foot, landscaped buffer 
strip separating motorists and p.edestrians 
would alleviate the human psychological 
need for nature i{l the " concrete iungle" 
environment. The buffer strip being visual 
rather than physical would also provide a 
human scale for pedestrians. 

Photo by G. A. Schoch 

Sketches by B. W. Richards 
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Illustration 3 

The landsca ped buffe r strip would provide 
motorists wi th visuall y ple~sa nt and organiz
ed settin g wh ile obsc uring some of the more 
dist ra cting fea tures, such as commercial 
advertising on buildings . 

Photo by G. A. Schoch 

Sketch es by B. W. Ri chard s 
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ed are many and thei r various combi
nations throughout the city over time 
and pace are infinite. An appropriate 
solution for enhancing one particular 
street scene may be completely in
appropriate when appl ied to another 
on ly a hort distance away. What may 
be considered a pleasant and functional 
street environment today may be a 
total failure a decade from now when 
other variables have been introduced 
into the system. The number of 
appropriate solutions for upgrading 
the street environments are as infinite 
as the variable interactions which must 
be satisfied. The different organic and 
inorganic materia ls uti lized in numer
o'us combinations for specific situations 
wi ll produce a variety throughout the 
downtown area which cannot he lp but 
be beneficial to the overall image of 
the city as well as the psychological 
well-being of its inhabitants. 

Illustration 4 

An exce llent example of vi ual upgrading 
of th e street scape is the Portage Avenue 
median in Winnipeg where trees, co lorfu l 
planters of flowers, fieldstone groupings, 
and colored concrete pavers have been used 
to credte d pleasantly organi/ed but, never
theless, varied experience to motorists. 

Prior to their redevelopment, the boulevards, 
in addition to requiring ex tensi ve mainte
nance, were extremely uninteresting dnd 
unsightly. 

Photo by G. A. Schoch 
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Steps in the Landscape 

GUNTER A. SCHOCH 

Steps are obviously a means of 
getting from one level to another, 
however, in the landscape or in our 
garden they should do more than just 
fulfil this utilitarian purpose. Garden 
steps should be comfortable to wal k 
on, aesthetical ly pleasing and, above 
all, should be appropr iate in relation
ship to the architecture or landscaping 
around them. 

For economy and convenience, 
steps should be built of a material that 
is easily obtained in the immediate 
locality. Their construction should be 
safe, durable and easily maintained. 
They may be constructed of brick, 
stone, concrete, wood, grass or a 
combination of these, depending on 
their surroundings and the material 
used in nearby structures. 

As a general rule, outdoor steps 
should be much more shallow than 
any used indoors. If we deal with a 
gently sloping area, a riser of four 
inches with a tread of 17 - 18 inches 
is best. Steps with risers of more 
than 4 inches are not advisable for 
outdoor use , unless a steep slope makes 
this absol utely necessary. The re lation
sh ip between riser and tread is based 
on the assumption that the average 
human step is 25 inches. The formula 
is twice the height of the riser plus 
the width of the tread equals 25 . For 

instance, if the riser is 4 inches, we 
multiply it by 2, to equal 8. In order 
to arrive at 25, we add 17. Therefore, 
a 4-inch riser requires a 17-inch tread. 

Steps are usually set into a slope 
or a wall. Let us first examine the 
slope. At least three different methods 
may be used to place the steps: 

(a) They protrude above the face 
of the slope. I n other words, they 
stand the height of one riser out of the 
slope, eliminating any chance of soil 
washing over the treads. 

(b) They may be built right into 
the slope, having the front edge of 
each step level with the face of the 
slope. This may be quite satisfactory, 
if the slope is sodded. 

(c) Again, built 'nto the slope, 
but both sides of the steps lined with 
an edging material (wooden plank, a 
row of bricks on edge, etc.). This 
would also prevent soil being washed 
on the treads. 

The variety of methods is even larger 
when the steps are bui lt into a wa ll. 
The fi rst or lowest step may be set 
back behind the wall line; it may be in 
li ne with the wall; it may extend in 
front of the wall; or even two and 
more steps may extend outside the 
wall line. In most cases, it will be 
necessary to continue the retaining 
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Each stone layer of the retain ing wa ll is 
terminating level with a step of this Ty ndarl 
stone stairway. 

wall around the corner along the sides 
of the steps which are called wing 
walls. 

As mentioned earlier, a great variety 
of materials may be used to construct 
steps in the landscape. I f they form 
part of a constantly used sidewalk, 
concrete construction with proper 
foundation may be necessary. How
ever, steps used occasionally can be 
built quite safely on a sand or gravel 
foundation. As most landscape details, 
they are successful on ly when in 
harmony with their surroundings. 
Wooden steps may tie directly in with 
the fences, gates and arbors used in 
the garden or they may be combined 
with stones, bricks, precasted concrete 
blocks or asphalt that are used in walls 
or paving, to add variety to the 
composition. This is tr ue, especially 
in the small garden, where all contri
butions, no matter how minor, are 
noticed and enjoyed. 

PAGE 19 

A Tyr,da ll stone stairway under construc t ion . 
Shallow risers and long treads ' as shown are 
high ly desirab le for outdoor steps. 

Photography by Gunter A . Schoch 

A rustic but safe stairway, b lending well 
into the landscape. Split gran i te, laid in 
concrete, has been used with steps protrud 
ing above the face of the slope , 
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Specifications for 
Landscape Construction 
GUNTER A. SCHOCH 

If a homeground or any other area 
is to be landscaped by a contractor 
essen.tial requirements are working 
draWings and specifications. If properly 
prepared, these two items will enable 
the owner to obtain meaningful 
quotations from different landscape 
contractors, allowing all firms to bid 
on exactly the very same conditions 
materials and workmanship and t~ 
compete on even terms. After the 
satisfactory bidder has been chosen 
his work is guided by the plans and 
specifications. At the same time the 
owner is placed in the positio~ of 
contro ll ing the product he receives and 
for which he is paying. 

Especially for larger projects it is 
definitely advisable to obtain p'rofes. 
sional assistance by contacting a land
scape architect or consu ltant for the 
preparation of plans and specifications. 
However, even for a simple sodd ing 
job, the owner should be able to make 
the contractor aware of the details 
expected, as to the qua lity of grading 
necessary, the amount of top soil 
required, the grade of sod expected, the 
type. and quantity of top dressing, top 
seeding, rolling and watering desired, 
as well as the special requirements for 
sodding of slopes and possible main
tenance after completion . All these 
items are briefly, but precisely, spelled 

out in a set of good specifications. The 
very same would apply to any other 
aspect of landscape work, such as 
seeding, preparation of planting areas, 
supply, planting and guarantee of 
nursery stock, construction of walks, 
patios, steps, retaining walls, rock 
gardens, and any other feature. 

Of course, it is of paramount 
importance that both working drawings 
and specifications complement each 
other, rather than contradict, overlap 
or fail to convey the needed informa
tion. On the drawings reference is made 
to those items that can best be shown 
pictorial ly or graphically. It is evident 
that dimensions can easily be indicated 
on a plan, as can relative placement and 
the arrangement of details. However, 
the qua lity of the materials, installation 
practices, description of acceptable 
workmanship, as we ll as short-term 
maintenance, inspection procedures 
and . guarantees, would form part of 
the specifications. 

During the past two years, an effort 
has been made in Manitoba by 
landscape architects and the Nursery 
and Landscape Association to deve lop 
standard specifications for all phases 
of landscape work. Unfortunately, 
these standards have not as yet been 
finalized. To assist homeowners in this 
regard, sample specjfications can be 
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made available on request, from the 
Regional Parks Departmen t of the 
City of Winnipeg. These specs, used 
for all landscape projects of the City, 
constantly have been up-dated and may 
be closest to the desirable standards. 

Summarizing any specification has 
a twofold purpose. I n conjunction 
wi th the con tract, it is a lega l docu
ment which you can prove binding on 
all parties involved, often serving as a 
determining factor in an arbitration 
award or judgement. Secondly, it is an 
instruction and information document 
to assist and advise toward the proper 
completion of a project, structure and 
procedure. Even if only informal 
arrangements are made between the 
owner and contractor, adequate specifi
cations should be used for the benefit 
of all parties concerned . 

Specifications 

for 

RETA INING WA LL 

PAGE 23 

Retaining wall(s) shall be construct
ed at location and height indicated on 
the drawing(s). 

The materia l to be used shall consist 
of rubble limestone (without smooth 
surface) of not less than 1-1/2 square 
feet in size and not less than three (3) 
inches th ick . 

The stone shall be laid in horizontal 
layers using running bond with stagger
ed vertical joints. Stone shall be well 
fitted using maximum 1/2" joints. 
Stones used in anyone layer shall 
have the same th ickness. Each layer 
shall be set back three (3) inches and 
shall rest solidly on the previous layer. 
Not more than 1/2 inch of black soil 
shall be placed between layers. 

PATMORE NURSERY SALES 
GROWE RS O F 

Everg reens, Shade and Fruit Trees, Shrubs 

" Home of t he Brandon Pyramida l Ceda r" 
Box 582 BRANDON, MAN. 
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Specifications 

for 

RETAINING WALL 

Retaining wall(s) shal l be construct
ed at location and height indicated 
on the drawi ng(s). 

The mater ial to be used sha ll consist 
of rubble limestone (witho ut smooth 
surface) of not less than 1-1 /2 square 
feet in size and not less than three (3) 
inches thick. 

Specifications 

for 

CONSTRUCTION OF CRUSHED 
STONE WALKWAYS 

The areas indicated as walkway 
shall be staked in accordance with the 
drawing(s) and excavated to a depth 
of six (6) inches below finished grade 
of ad jacent areas. The sub-base or 
subgrade surface shall be true to design, 
profi Ie and cross section before any 
crushed stone is deposited. I t shall 
have a pitch or crown of 1/4" for 
each foot of its width. 

Specifications 

for 

CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE 
WALKWAY 

Concrete walkway shall be not less 
than 4" thick with weakened plane 
joints at intervals not exceeding one 
and one half (1-1/2) times the walk 
width . Sub-base shall be compacted 
sand and grave l mixture having a thick-
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The stone shall be laid in horizontal 
layers using running bond with 
staggered vertica l joints. Stone shall 
be well fit ted using maximum 1/2" 
joints. Stones used in anyone layer 
shall have the same thickness. Each 
layer shall rest solidly on the prev ious 
layer with not more than 1/2 inch of 
black soil placed between layers. Front 
of wall shall form a neat, vertical 
viewing surface. 

A three (3) inch la ye r of 1-1 1/2" 
size crushed stone sha ll be placed 
evenly on the subgrade and compacted 
by a roller not less than 500 Ibs in 
weight. A 1-1/2" layer of 1/4 - 3/4" 
limestone screening shall be spread 
evenly on top of the base course 
covered by a 1/2" layer of limeston~ 
dust. This material shall be rolled as 
indicated above, wetted and rolled 
again. 

The fina l grade of the walkway 
edges shall be 1" below any adjacent 
lawn level, but shall be even with 
adjoin ing concrete walks or curbs. 

nt:s~ uf not -less than three (3) inches. 
The contractor shall be responsible for 
the gr·ading and compaction of the 
sub-grade. ' 

Walkway to the front entrance shall 
be not less than thirty-six (36) inches 
wide and not less .than twenty-four 
(24) inches wide to other required 
entrances. 

Walkways should be sloped 2" in 
10'-0". Minimum drainage slope is 
1-1 /4" in 10'-0"; maximum slope is 
7" in 10'-0". 
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Specifications 

for 

CONCRETE PATIO CAST IN PLACE 

Area des ignated for patio shall be 
staked and excavated to a depth of 9 
inches. Forms of 2" x 6" lumber shall 
be set up at perimeter of patio area to 
final grade, allowing positive surface 
drainage of approximately 3/4" per 10 
feet of patio width . If installed next to 
a building or structure, a 3/4" ex
pansion board shall be placed between 
wall and patio. 

Five inches of 3/4" fill gravel shal l 
be placed eve nl y on the sub base and 

QN'-IOOM '=CORING U';::,I~C. t-- PI~E:. 

OF S - S\-It--P!:D COPPE;Q Wf:,INC,. 
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tamped well. Then 3/8" reinforcement 
rods shall be instal led at 12" on 
centre, tied with tie wire at meeting 
points, at an elevation of 1-1/2" below 
final patio level. Concrete of 2,000 
p.s.i. (5 parts gravel, 1 part cement plus 
water) shall be poured into place and 
levelled off by moving straight 2" x 4" 
back and forth across forms, fil ling in 
al l small voids. A wooden float shal l 
be used to finish off the surface and a 
fine-bristled broom to texture the 
surface. 

The finished slab shall be covered 
with polyethylene weigh ted at edges 
in order to contain moisture for curing 
during a period of at least 5 days. 
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Specifications 

for 

FLAGSTONE AREAS 

The area indicated as flagstone or 
patio shall be excavated six (6) inches 
below final grade. A three (3) in ch 
layer of compacted torpedo sa nd shall 
be placed eve nl y over the su bgrade. 

The mater ial to be used for pat io 
construction shall be Tyndall Lime
stone, irregular shaped with smooth 
wa lki ng surface. Each slab shal l have a 
minimum size of 2.5 sq. ft. and shall 
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be not less than three (3) inch es th ick. 
The slabs shall be cut to the required 
sl1a~e and fitted beside each other, 
leav ing a space of not more than three 
(3) inches between slabs. 

After comp letion the slabs shall 
form an even surface, sloping sl ightly 
away from any building (minimum: 
six (6) inch es in every 100 feet). Each 
slab shall rest so lidly on the sand base 
and the space betwee n slabs shall be 
filled with the so il mi xture specified 
for f lower beds. These areas shall then 
be seeded as specified in the specifi
cations for landscaping. 

sc: . 1/ '2." . ,'·0" 

Hardy Nursery Stock 
Fruits - Ornamentals - Evergreens - Perennials 

Free catalogue on request 

Mountain's Nursery, 3915-47 Ave., Lloydminster, Sask. 
S9V OW2 
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Specifica tions 

for 

STEPPING STONES IN LAWN 

The material to be used as stepping 
stones shall be Tyndall Limestone, ir
regular shaped with smooth walking 
surface. Each slab shal l have a mini
mum size of 2.5 sq. ft. and shall be 
not less than three (3) inches thick. 
The slabs shall be cut to the required 
shape and layed on the existing lawn 
or newly grassed area at locations 
indicated on the drawing(s). For con
venient wa lking, the slabs shall be laid 
in single row not more than four (4) 
inches apart. 

The perimeter outline of each slab 

0:. e::c-rIOr--l 
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shall be cut into the lawn surface, the 
slabs layed aside and each slab area 
shall be excavated to a depth of six 
(6) inches. The excavated material 
shal l be removed from the construction 
site, and approximate ly three (3) inches 
of torpedo sand shal l be filled into 
the bottom of each excavation . 

Each slab shall then be fitted into 
the excavation of equ ivalent size, by 
the addition or removal of torpedo 
sand, so that the top of the slab lays 
flat with the lawn level, forming a solid 
surface. 

Any possible voids between slabs 
and lawn shal l be fi lled with the soil 
mixture indicated for flower beds and 
seeded as specified in the "Specifi
cations for Landscaping". 

~==~ 
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Retaining Walls 

GUNTER A. SCHOCH 

Walls are frequently used in the 
landscape, either to hold one level of 
soil above a lower elevation or to 
create raised planting areas. While it 
is more expensive to build a retaining 
wall than a common slope, it has the 
advantage of little maintenance and 
of giving considerably more room to 
an area than the bank does. A wall 
may take up 12 - 18 inches for each 
3 feet of height, while a slope requires 
6 - 9 feet for the same height. 

Basically, we define two different 
construction methods in building stone 
walls. The end products are referred 
to as a "wet wall", consisting of stones 
laid in mortar, or a "dry wall", with 
stones laid in soil. The dry wall un
doubtedly is easier to build, less ex
pensive and can be integrated more 
successfully into the natural elements 
of the landscape. 

The most suitable material for dry 
walls are stones that are naturally 
rather flat, those which come from 
stratified outcroppings or occur 
naturallv as flat blocks. Rounded 
boulder~ or fieldstones are not suitable 
for dry walls and many cause failure 
due to their shape. We are fortunate 
in the Winnipeg area in having the 
most suitable stone available. I am 
referring to the Stony Mountain lime
stone, available in cream color to 

A well built, stable retaining wall of 
Stony Mountain limestone . An inte resting 
effect is achieved by using a setback of 3" 
for each layer. 
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If large differences in grades have to be 
retained, it is advisable to create a series of 
small er walls, each set back to create terraces, 
instead of one high wall. 

Most importan t for all wall or planter 
construction is the placing of perfectly 
horilontal layer~. On this sloping area, three 
layers of stone are vbible on the righ t 
side of the planter, while four layers can 
be seen on the left side. 
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Retai ning wa ll s do not have to form straight 
li nes. Sweeping curves can add a great deal 
of interest to any landscape project. 

A striking example of poor retaining wall 
constructioll . Basically, three mistakes have 
been made: 

a) The stone was not placed in horizontal 
layers; 

b) The wall is too high to be stable. Either 
a 1 - 3" setback per layer or 2 - 3 
smaller walls shou ld have been con· 
sidered; 

c) Poor clToice of material is obvious, as 
smooth surfaces are i n 1 err u pte d by 
broken edges. Rough I imestone is better 
suited for walts than the cut Tyndall 
stone used here. 
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reddish colorations - not the Tyndal l 
stone which is usually smoothly cut 
on at least one side. 

The dry stone wall does not require 
any foundation, the lower stones 
merely being set in a 6 - 12-inch deep 
trench on a base layer of crushed stone 
or gravel. 

The secret of a well built wall is 
really the se lection of stones prior 
to construction. If a load of limestone 
is ordered from a supplier, it can 
be expected that up to one-half of it 
will be unsuitable material. If one is 
experienced in using a stone hammer, 
the loss may be reduced to only one
quarter of the material supplied. The 
ideal stone may well be irregularly 
shaped but should be at least 3 inches 
thick and of equal ·thickness through
out. I t should have at least one fairly 
straight edge to form the face of the 
wall, and it should not be less than 
1-1/2 square feet in size. 

The stones are placed in horizontal 
layers. All stones in one layer should 
have approximately the same thick
ness, although the thickness of differ
ent layers may well vary from 3 inches 
to 5 or 6 inches. About 1/2 inch of 
black soil is placed between the layers, 
in order to have each layer resting 
solidly on the previous one. Within 
a layer, the stones should be fitted 
together, allowing not more than an 
1/2 inch vertical joint. Of course, the 
joints should be staggered, which 
means simply that a joint between 
two stones in the second layer should 
never be right above a joint of the 
first layer. 

In general, larger and thicker stones 
should be used for the bottom layers, 
to assure good stability. However, a 
pleasant effect can be achieved by 
varying thicker and thinner layers 
throughout the wall. Most important 
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is to have as the top layer fairly 
heavy stones, since they are primarily 
exposed to abuse. Sometime, just 
children balancing on the wall may 
loosen some of the Smaller stones. 

If a wall is only 18 - 24 inches high, 
the front face may well be vertical. 
For higher walls it is advisable to have 
the front face sloping back, about 
one inch in every foot of its height. 
As a general rule, the width of the 

Curved retaining walls in connection with 
stairways can be pleasantly integrated with 
each individual step. 
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wall at the bottom of the footings 
must always be at least 1/3 the total 
he ight of the wall. An interesting 
effect and stable wall can also be 
achieved by using a set back of 3 
inches for each layer. As each layer of 
stone is placed, the excavation behind 
the wall is filled up with soil which is 
well compacted. At the same time, 
the 1/2-inch layer of soi l required is 
placed on top of the completed layer 
of stone. 

Of course, dry stone retaining walls 
or planters do not have to form 
straight lines by any means. The most 
beautiful sweeping curves can be creat
ed with these walls . Ideally, they 
shou ld be planted with rock garden 
perennials and trailing or creeping 
annuals, either on top ot the wall or 
even between the layers of stone. 

Photograph y by Gunter A. Schoch 
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PRUNING FRUIT TREES 

The art of pruning fruit trees is dealt 
with in an article by Professor J.A. 
Menzies and Mr. A Gudziall in the 
1969 Prairie Garden. Bacll numbers of 
the Prairie Garden form a valuable 
horticultural library. See the order 
form in this issue of the Prairie Garden. 

o 

Subscribers will have to consult 
their own or friends' libraries for this 
article, since the 1969 issue is out of 
stock. 

PEPEROMIA. Indoor gardeners who are looking for 
low-growing foliage plants for coffee tables and 
window sills will find a number of excellent possi
bilities among the wide variety of leaf shapes and 

colors within this species. All have unusually thick leaves and grow less than 12 
inches tall. 

They grow best in bright indirect light - 400 footcandles, and do well in 
ordinary room temperatures. During winter let the soil becpme moderately dry 
between thorough waterings. 
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Landscape Pictorial 

Effective use of ann ual flowers where space 
is limited. 
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Arrange pl antings at margins of lawn. 

Pleasing background and approach plantin gs 
are featured here . 
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Colorful WELCOME to farm home. 

A satisfactory treatment of a rising approal:h 
to house. • 
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Tulips and dwa rf irises occupy this early· 
spr ing garden. 

An excellent border display of geraniums, 
petunias, pansies and lobcllia . 

THE PRAIRIE GARDEN, 1974 

Attractive groups of annual flowers in associ· 
ation with peFennials and woody orna· 
mentals. 

Vigorous snapdragons and ageratum in a 
well managed raised bed . 
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Add interest to flower borders with curved 
edges and background fea tures. 

With suitable backgroWlds, flower borders 
can brighten up small gardens. 
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Make publi c areas attractive with utility 
flower containers. A pleasi'lg setting for an enjoyable patio 

area. 
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Note the essential elements of this attractive 
lily pool. 

Public or fro nt garden area ca n be suitably 
connected with pr iva te outdoor livi ng area. 

THE PRAIRIE GARDEN, 1974 

Use trellis, vines, window box to brighten 
up garage or other outbuilding. 

An ideal location for rock garden plants: 
e.g. Sempervivum tectorum (hen and 
chickens). 
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Flowers and spruce trees make the approach 
to this farmstead attractive . 

Early flowering Thyme, D-i anthus, Iceland 
poppy and perennial Ca ndY l uft featured in a 
rock ga rden . 
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A simple but effective method of treating a 
garden area' on two le ve ls. 

Shrubbery and vines give privacy to entrance 
to house and trees provide a suitable back
ground. 
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Sunshine, shade and shadow - a retreat for 
reflection! 

A pleasing balance of open lawn, flowers, 
trees and shrubs . 

THE PRAIRIE GARDEN, 1974 

Neighborl y cooperation can enlarge the 
attractiveness of home surroundings. 

A simple but pleasing treatmen t of shallow 
planters. 
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A reddily -accessible, easily maintained and 
inviting outdoor living area . 

A place to enjoy shade and to relax in 
interesting surroundings. 
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Even a miniature pool in a garden gives a 
restful and cooling effect. 

A splendid specimen of Cuthbert Grant rose . 
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Attractive flower beds in front of the 
Saskatchewan Legislative Building, Regina. 

Sectional view of the Alberta Legislative 
Building, Edmonton. 
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Hoar frost con tr ibutes to the beauty of 
home grounds. 

Patio blocks give directi on and dimension 
in home garden landscaping. 
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Interest can be ma inta ined through the use 
of various garden features. 

THE PR A IRIE GARDEN, 1974 

Landscdping features appropriate for the 
size of the home property. 

Stonework, gravel and boulders can replace 
plants where plant grow th may be weak. 

A combination of trees, shrubs and flowers 
to create a p leasing private garden. 
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Rock Gardens -Illustrated 
GUNTER A. SCHOCH 

In the 1966 edition of THE 
PRAI RI E GARDEN, an excellent 
article was published entit led "Our 
Rock 'Garden", by Dr. W.R. Leslie. 
As this detailed information and 
description of rock gardens can hardly 
be surpassed, a new article on the 
same subject could not be justified. 
Therefore, it is suggested that interest
ed "rock gardeners" look up their 
1966 PRAI RIE GARDEN (limited 
number of copies still available) and 
perhaps use the fo llowing illustrations 
for further assistance. 

' (t" 

Although f ieldstone is generally not re
commended for rock garden cons truction, 
this impressive rock wall, well planted, has 
its merits. 

Photo by G.A. Schoch 

An unusual , but extremely effective, lime
stone rock garden, built on le vel ground in 
conj unction with a large pond. 

Photo by G.A. Schoch 

An exce lleM example of a well built rock 
garden of Stony Mountain limestone. The 
rock work was just com pleted when th is 
pi~tu re was taken thus some alpine peren
nials are ye t req uir~d to be planted to fi ll 
the space among the stones. 

Photo by M. Moskal 

The same rockery from another angl~, 
showing the provision of a waterfall between 
the two small ponds. Onl y the upright 
stolle at the very top prevents it from being 
a f lawless example of outstanding work
manship. 

Photo by M. Moskal 
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Irregular rock walls are forming terraces on 
the side of a large hill. An exq uisite setting 
for a multitude of low plants . 

Photography by Gu nter A. Schoch 
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This type of rockery can hardly be described 
as a rock garden. However, it has its purpose 
in that it provide~ texture along downtown 
streets or on slopes, where lawn or other 
plant material cannot be maintained. 

Photography by Gunter A. Schoch 

CROSS SECTION f7 ROCK GAM£H, Sl«M'IHG DRANAGf: MATERIAL , 
St.Pf'ORT STONES, AHO P\.ANTIHG MEDlJIrIl 

RIGHT AND WRONG PLACEMENT Of' ROCKS 
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CROSS SECTION OF lOW LEDGE GARDEN 

~-S ...... l"l.c" '" 
s .. ., s.c11oM Of $qIe 

PLACING OF FIELD STONES 

U · 
,;' -' . 

. : ' ,: .. 
Ri,,,, 
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Wr .. , 

It l,'1 

RIGHT AND WRONG ALIGNMENT OF STRATUM LINES. 

PROPER US£ OF BOULDERS IN CONSTRUCTING A ROCK, 
GARDEN. 

KACKENHOFF NURSERIES LTD. 

OUR BUSINESS IS GROWING. 

RETAIL - WHOLESALE 

LOT 41 P.O. BOX 2000 ST. NORBERT, MAN . 
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The Construction and Use of 
Arbors, Trellises and Pergolas 

GORDON A. MARTIN 

An arbor is basically an open frame
work structure built of light building 
material, primarily wood. Usually it 
forms an arched gateway supporting 
climbi ng vines or shrubs. Many 
different kinds of wood are availab le 
at the local lumber dealers and they 
are either stock sizes or they can be 
cut to suit your project. The most 
desirable material to use in construction 
is redwood or cedar which both have 
a tendency to resist decay. However, 
woods such as pine, spruce or fir can 
also be used and, if given a good coat 
of wood preservative such as Cuprinol, 
they can be expected to give many 
years of good service. 

CUT Ff?OM 
PLYWOOD 

. , 

Preservatives such as Creosote 
should be avoided as they can cause 
harm to plants. Many colorful stains 
are available from your loca l supplier 
and a co lor to suit may be app li ed 
when the preservative coating is dry. 
In fastening the materials to
gether, it would be wise to use 
galvanized nails, screws and bolts as 
they will not rust and stain . Although 
an Arbor is built from light materials, 
it shou ld be strong and lasting, as 
repairs would be difficult once covered 
with shrubs and vines. 

Trellises are usually more delicate 
lattice work, built to support climbing 
annuals and vines. They can also be 
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This massive prototype of a sturdy pergola 
was built many years ago in one of 
Winn ipeg's parks. The climbers obviously 
require some support in form of strings 
or chicken wire, in order to fulfi ll their 
purpose. 

A well-built and pleasi ng arbor, forming the 
gateway to a pat io area. Virginia Creeper 
was planted as quick climber, covering the 
structure after two growing seasons . 
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used in a garden as a divider or to 
create privacy. Trellises may be 
attached to walls of houses or garages 
for the training of climbing plants, or 
can be supported by an existing fence. 

As with Arbors, redwood or cedar 
provide the best wood, but once agai n 
other materials can be used. 

The framework of trellises can be 
constructed of wood measuring ap
proximately l-inch square. I t should 
be half-lapped at all corners and meet
ing points in order to provide a flat 
surface to which the lath may be 
attached. The framework may be pre
pared in any shape or form desired, 
then to be set in place on lath material 
of l-inch width and 1/4-inch th ickness. 
These laths allow a slight amount of 
bending and even a woven effect can 
be created. Large trellises used with 
heavier-type vines and shrubs wi ll have 
to be bu il t using a larger dimension of 
wood. Galvanized fasteners should be 
used as with Arbors, and stain or paint 
may be applied to give the desired 
fin ished appearance. 

Pergolas are also constructed of 
lumber and have a dual purpose, that 
of forming a bower, a partially shaded 
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Although built of heavy timber logs, this 
pergola at Riding Mountain National Park 
has, in its particular setting, an almost grace· 
ful appearance. 

Pergolas are often used as shady breeze·ways 
or as architectural links between other 
structures. However, if not provided with 
climbing vegetation, their real purpose has 
not been met. 

Photography by Gunter A. Schoch 
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seating or walking area, and for the 
purpose of supporting woody cl imbers. 
Needless to say, both purposes comple
ment each other. 

The pergola can be of simple con
struction or it may be built of heavier 
material to any width or length desired. 
Walkways under Pergolas shou ld be at 
least 6'0" wide. Headroom of at least 
7'0" should be allowed. Upright posts 
of 4" x 4" or larger should be treated 
with a good wood preservative for at 
least the bottom 24 inches and set. 
into the ground at least 18 inches. 
Cross members can be 3" x 3'~or 2" x 
3" lumber. Woods such as redwood, 
cedar and pine are very suitable for 
the construction of Pergolas wh ich 
can be built in 8'0" or 10'0" sections 
and joined to any desired length. 

Provided these wood structures are 
well designed and constructed as well 
as planted with suitable plant material, 
they can be tremendous assets, interest
ing features and useful additions to 
any landscaped area. 
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PILEA. also known as aluminum plants. These plants 
grow about ten inches tall and have 212 to 312 inch 
leaves, each with three conspicuous sunken veins. 
The quilted sections appear to have been brushed 

with aluminum paint. They do best in bright indirect light - 400 footcandles. 
Are ideally suited for window sills and tables. When old, pla~t~ ~ecome stragg/~; 
it is time to start new plants, from stem cuttings or by dIVIding the roots, In 

early spring. Keep the soil barely moist at all times. 

AQUA HOLDING LTD. 
PEM FOUNTAINS "CUSTOM WATER SCULPTURING" 

Aqua Holding Ltd. , 

2010 Logan Avenue Winnipeg, Manitoba R2R OH7 
Telephone 783-4200 
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Materials for Patio 
Construction 
GUNTER A. SCHOCH 

A good variety of materials is avail
able for the construction of a patio 
or a walkway. The determining con
sideration may be their expense. How
ever, other factors should not be 
ignored. The suitability of the materials, 
their colour, texture and durability 
should enter into the choice. The 
existing materials used in the con
struction of house, retaining walls, 
fences, shelters or arbors are also 
factors to take into account. 

If a contractor is employed for 
patio or walkway construction, costs 
may range from $1.00 to $20.00 per 
square yard for the supp ly and instal
lation of the selected material. Placed 
in order of cost, a list of available 
materials would be as fo llows: 

Wood chips 
Sand or gravel 
Crushed stone 
Asphalt 
Wooden slabs (laid in sand) 
Precast concrete slabs (laid in sand) 
Concrete poured in place 

Smooth or broom finish 
Exposed aggregate finish 

Tyndall stone (laid in sand) 
Bricks (laid in sand). 

The least expensive material, un
doubtedly, is wood chips. Since it is 
available as a by-product of pruning 

'Operations (wherever a mechanical 
chipper is used for the shredding of 
smaller branches), it can often be 
obtained free of charge. Perhaps not 
suited for formal and intensively land
scaped areas or near a building, it is 
ideally useful for rustic effect in the 
proper setting. In areas with natural 
growth, wood chips are used increasing
ly for nature trails. It may also be 
considered for play areas, around and 
underneath play apparatus. If applied 
3 inches thick, it will prevent any 
muddy conditions, even after a heavy 
downpour . 

The other low-cost material, sand 
or gravel, is not used very often by 
itself, for surface treatment of walks 
or patio areas. As it remains in its 
loose condition, it does not create the 
most comfortable walking surface. 
However, for play areas and temporary 
walkways, applied one inch th ick, it 
is quite satisfactory for at least a 
year's duration. 

Another loose material which can 
be compacted, however, to form a 
solid surface, is the locally avai lab le 
crushed limestone. I t can be ordered 
in different sizes from about 2 inches 
in diameter to dust, at approximately 
$4.00 per cubic yard. For maximum 
use, the walk or patio area is excavated 
to a depth of 5 inches, keeping the 
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necessary slope or profile of 1/4-inch 
crown to each foot of width in mind. 
A 3-inch layer of 1 - 1-1 /2 inch crushed 
stone is placed at the bottom, followed 
by a 1-1/2-inch layer of 1/4 - 3/4-inch 
mater ial, and topped by a 1/2-inch 
layer of limestone dust. This material 
is rolled and wetted, to form a perfect
ly stable and hard walking surface. 

Compared to loose materials, 
permanent paving, of course, is prefer-
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able, as it provides a better walking 
surface and longer durability. But even 
here, a rather low-cost material is 
available that may add a great deal 
of interest and texture to a landscaped 
area. Again, it can be a by-product of 
a prun ing operation by simply slicing 
tree trunks in 3 - 5-inch-thick wooden 
slabs. They should first be treated with 
a good preserver (Stangard,. Caprinol 
or Timberlox) and then laid in grave l. 
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The spaces between the slabs are also 
filled with sand, gravel or wood chips. 
A wide variety of slab sizes will add 
interest to such an area. 

Brick paving, although most ex
pensive because of the amount of 
labor involved, offers opportunities 
for a wide variety of patterns, colors, 
and textures. Bricks are among the 
most versati le of paving material lend
ing themselves to many uses b~cause 
of their small, modular size. This 
allows them to be laid flat or on edge 
and to be used in a straight line 
sweeping curve, or even a circle. Brick~ 
are also placed on a 3-inch sand base 
and after laying additional sand is 
swept between the joints. 

I n recent years, precast concrete 
blocks have been generally accepted 
as durable material for patio and walk 
construction. They are available from 
different producers in 1-1/2 - 2-1/2-
inch thickness, in at least six different 
colors and in more than 10 sizes, 
ranging from 8" x 16" to 2' x 3'. Some 
are produced in the traditional "wet 
pour" method, steel reinforced, having 
a compression strength of 3,000 P.5.1. 

Others are pressed and vibrated, using a 
low water content mixture (Vibro 
process) and have a compression 
strength of up to 5,500 P.5.1. A 
similar strength is provided in the 
Hydra-prest blocks from another 
company, which are produced with a 
450-ton hydraulic press and do not 
require reinforcement. 

The patterns imprinted on the 
surface of these blocks provide a large 
selection of interesting textures. Al
though basically suited for straight 
lines, curved walks can be created by 
off-setting each slab sideways from 
the previous one. As most other 
materials, they are laid on a 3-inch 
sand base. For the construction of 
narrow walks, a string may be stretched 
on both sides in order to have the 
proper elevation always at hand. For 
wider walks and patios, it is advisable 
to frame the area with 2" x 4" 
lumber, installed at the final grade of 
the patio . Then a straight-edge is used, 
resting at both sides on the 2" x 4" 
frame, to allow constant checking of 
the grade as the blocks are laid. 

Unfortunately, too often asphalt 
is used for the construction of walks 
and patios, simply because it is in
expensive and reasonably permanent. 
However, from the aesthetic point-of
view, it is one of the least desirable 
paving materials, as it provides neither 
texture nor interest. In addition, it 
may be rather uncomfortable in hot 
weather for the users, since its dark 
color absorbs the heat. 

If asphalt is used, the work is usual
ly carried out by a specially equipped 
contractor. In most cases, a 6-inch 
sub-base of gravel or crushed stone 
is supplied and compacted by mechani
cal rollers. This is then covered by a 
2-inch layer of asphalt. Walks of less 
than 8 feet in width are generally 
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more expensive to construct, as 
extensive hand labor is required. On 
wider areas, asphalt spreading machines 
can be used at more economical cost. 

Concrete is, of course, the most 
durable and most adaptable material 
for pa vi ng. I t can be used as a base 
for bricks or precast slabs or, when 
used by itself, can be cast in any 
shape, finished in different textures 
and colored in a variety of pleasing 
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shades. 
If larger areas, such as patios, are 

to be poured in concrete, the exca
vation should be to a depth of 9 
inches and the perimeter of the areas 
to be paved are formed by 2" x 6". 
The top of these forms should be at 
the final grade, allowing positive 
surface drainage of 1/8" per foot. Five 
inches of 1 /4-inch fill gravel is placed 
evenly on the sub-base and is tamped 
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Bricks are among the most versati le of 
paving materials , lending themselves to many 
uses because of their small, modular sileo 

well. Then 3/8 inch of reinforcement 
rods are instal led at 12 inches on 
centre, tied with tie wires at meeting 
points at an elevation of 1-1/2 inches 
below the final patio level. Concrete 
of 2,000 P.5.1. (5 parts gravel, 1 part 
cement, plus water) is then poured 
into place and levelled off by moving 
a straight 2" x 4" back and forth 
across the form. A wooden float 
should be used to finish off the 
surface and a fine-brist led broom to 
texture the surface. Construction joints 
are provided by inserting tar board at 
regular intervals in order to control 
any cracking tendencies. They are 
usually spaced at intervals equal to 
the width of the slab but should not 
be more than on 20-foot intervals. 
When the slab is completed, it sh.ould 
be covered with polyethylene in order 
to contain the moisture for the curing 
process during a 5-day period . 

Other finishes can be created by 
the use of specia l tools or objects. 
The desirable exposed aggregate effect 
can be achieved b')i spraying or brush-
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Precast concrete blocks have been generally 
accepted as durable material for patio and 
walk construction . Here, 2 ' x 2' slabs are 
forming a patio in checker-board fashion 
by the use of red and natural colored 
blocks. 

ing concrete retardant over the surface 
just prior to the setting of the 
concrete. After the concrete has set 
the surface is brushed and hosed dow~ 
with water. 

For narrow walks, usually 3 inches 
of gravel and 4 inches of concrete 
without re.inforcement are adequate. 

For many park and garden areas, 
the most suitable material for walk 
and patio construction is natural stone. 
Its texture and color and its natural 
beauty are only enhanced by time 
and weather. In the Winnipeg area, 
we are fortunate in having Tyndall 
stone avai lable, which has the added 
attraction of extensive fossil oc
currence. Not specially cut material 
is necessary, but large pieces of broken 
slabs, irregularly shaped with a smooth 
walk · surface, are ideally suited for 
patio and walk construction. The 
material should be at least 3 inches 
thick, s·ince thinner flagstones break 
easily. 
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One of the most suitable mate ri als for 
paving in the landsca pe is natura l stone. 
Especia lly Tynda ll stone, irregu larl y shaped 
with 3" grassed join ts, is id ea ll y su ited for 
patio areas. 

The area should be excavated 6 
inches deep, allowing fo r 3 inches of 
sand as sub-base. While precast con
crete bl ocks are laid close together 
and the narrow join ts are fi ll ed with 
sand , irregularl y shaped Tyndall stone 
is placed fur ther apart, leaving 2-3 inch 
join ts between the slabs. These are 
fill ed with good black soi l and seeded 
with grass seed. 

For heav il y used areas, these wi de 
grassed joints may not be satisfactory. 
A close f it and narrow join ts between 
stones would then be preferab le. This 
can be achieved by cutt ing the stone 
on the construction site with appro pri 
ate stone cutting equipment to obtain 
the des ired shape and size. The basic, 
random pattern is still maintained, 
although the sides of each stone 
consists of more or less stra ight lines. 

If slabs placed on a sand base 
should se ttle after a fe w years, they 
are easil y lifted up and placed in 
level position by filling sand under 
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If narrow joints are de ired, Tyndall sto ne 
may be. cut on the cons truction si te and 
fitted closely together 

the low spots. I f a more perman en t 
sol ution is desired, flagstones may be 
set in mortar on a concrete slab. Of 
course, it should be a proper ly re
inforce d slab which is a rather ex pensive 
propos ition. In general, flagstone areas 
placed on a sa nd base have bee n qu ite 
sa ti sfactory in ou r area. They may 
not be as permanent as poured 
concrete, but they certainly are much 
more attractive, especially in a park 
or garden se tt ing. 
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Another application of Tyndall stone is the 
use of material pre·cut in 6" . 8" strips of 
differe nt length . 

~' . I : / . 
Even 6" x 6" squares of Tyndal l stone can 
be used effectively in interesting patterns 
for patio construction. 
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Tyndall stone, as well as precast 
concrete, slabs are also suited for 
stepping stones in the lawn or across 
a planting area. The spacing is 
important. For convenient walking, 
the centre of the slabs shou ld be 25 
inches apart. Each individual slab 
shou ld be at least 2.5 square feet in 
size and may be laid in sand or 
directly into the ground. 

Edging of patio and walking areas 
is on ly done if loose materials are 
used, such as crushed stone, wood 
chips, sand or gravel. But even for 
these materials, a sodded lawn edge, 
1 inch higher than the walking surface 
(minimum 3·foot widths; for con· 
venient mowing) is often adeq uate. 
Otherwise, bricks, precast concrete 
blocks, or pieces of 2" x 4" lumber 
placed on edge are quite satisfactory 
as edging material. Sol id paving 
materials are usually installed level 
with the lawn area, wh ich would 
eliminate any hand clipping and thus 
reduce maintenance costs. However, 
if planting areas are immediately next 
to the wal k or patio area, some type 
of edging is definitely advisable to 
avoid washing of soi l onto the walking 
surface. 

Photography by Gunter A. Schoch 

While in most construction methods shown 
sand or gravel is applied as base material, 
this patio was prepared with concrete joints. 
For durability, a reinforced concrete sla b 
should form the base for this type of patio. 

The perennial Spring Adonis is worthy of a place in 
your garden. There is not too much information avail· 
able on this flower but it has been grown successfully 
for at least ten years in Regina and Saskatoon. It is 

also included in a list of perennials "hardy at Morden". Spring Adonis, Adonis 
vernalis, is a low growing perennial with finely cut foliage and bright yeilow 
flowers. It is one of the first plants to add a touch of color to the garden in 
springtime, as it comes into bloom in early May. Unfortunately it does not seem 
to be readily available in the nursery trade. 

SASKATOON 

SPEERS SEED STORE 
259·2nd Avenue South 
PHONE 244·5412 SASKATCHEWAN 

Forage and Lawn Grass Seed, Vegetable and Flower Seeds , Fertil izers, 
Insectic ides, Weed Killers and Garden Supplies . 
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Water as a Landscape 

Design Elemellt 
E.J.WALKER 

Apart from watching water dis
appear into the ground from a hose, 
sprinkler or rainstorm, there are other 
contributions that can be added to the 
beauty and enjoyment of residential, 
business and public property by the 
capture, ponding and pressurizing of 
water. 

The form the water arrangement 
may take and the form in relation to 
function is in order as a starting point. 
The different handling of water can 
establish different moods and feelings. 

The flat surface or pool serves to 
actually increase the apparent size of 
the garden space by brightening it 
with cast light and by mirroring, and 
therefore doubling, the objects reflect
ed within the surface. The edge form 
of the pool can be either natural or 
irregular, with portions of the edge 
hidden {Japanese or any natural lake}, 
or formal as a lily pond or swimming 
pool, {Moorish and Italian gardens}. 
The feeling imparted by flat surfaces 
is usually one of erenity and quietness, 
either from appreciation of natural 
beauty or through geometric forms 
resulting in awe. A contrast to serenity 
and quietness, of course, results in the 
activity of the contemporary swimming 
pool! 

As opposed to quiet pools, moving 
water is expressed by fountains and 
jets. These vertical forms require sub
stantial pressure systems. Waterfalls, 
babbling brooks and water staircases 
are other beautifu l moving forms that 
appear natural, although if constructed 
in a garden, a hidden power source is 
required. 

A new dimension of design, name ly 
sound and sparkle, is added with mov
ing water. The mood imparted by t~is 
handling tends to be more exciting 
and stimu lating. In either the vertical 
thrust form or the cascade, water is 
more refreshing and more pleasing to 
the viewer than the flat pool surface. 
The cascade or waterfal l tends to be 
more restful than the fountain or jet 
and may cause moods of reflection 
and nostalgia, however, the addition 
of supplemental lighting for the eve
ning increases the excitement and 
stimulation of fountains more so than 
pools. Lighting is an attractiv\! added 
component to garden designs and 
should be considered. 

The methods of pool construction 
are many. The basic elemen ts include: 

1. The containing vessel. For a 
permanent installation this could be 
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reinforced concrete, fiberglass or even 
a wooden box lined with copper or 
fi berglass. For the less permanen t and 
therefore more adaptable to change, 
{and subject to less damage with the 
heaving quality of heavy prairie soils} 
plastic liners covered with pebbles and 
gravel serve the purpose well. 

2. The dra inage and water supp ly 
lines, although not essential as 
permanent components of small 
decorative pools. 

3. The power supply and associa ted 
pump fountain and, if desired, lighting. 
Although no comprehensive list of 
aquatic plants suitable for pools is 
given here, they are the essential ele
ment which ties the water feature to 
the total garden-building picture. The 
plants should be culturally adaptable 
of course. Within the water body li lies 
float, and reed and decorative grasses 
show off their silhouette by both 
back lighting and shadow patterns cast 
on the water surface. Weeping forms 
of plants are commonly associated 
with water but, again, relate to the 
mood you wish to create. Evergreens 
are more functionally correct near a 
swimming poo l as fewer leaves need 
to be cleaned out of the water, how
ever, in the natural setting, floating 
leaves are appropriate. Large leaved 
plants, such as the castor bean, tend 
to suggest a tropical locale but also 
make the garden appear smaller, so 
that a careful relation of the space you 
have available to the scale of the wa ter 
element must be made. 

Pebble and rock selection should 
strengthen the picture rather than 
disrupt it. Generally geometric or 
angular stones are assoc iated with sti ll 
waters, while rounded pebbles, worn 
ledges and soft-edged containers look 
better and result from the moving 
water of streams, waterfalls and 
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Refreshing a nd light-heaned feature in a lOO. 

setting. 

Verticals serve as a reference point in large 
natural park setting. 

fountains. 
The introduction of a water feature 

into the landscape adds dimensions 
and interest that is hard to achieve 
through static structures and planting. 
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Water staircase f orm al and contro ll ed in an 
urban se ttin g. 

Sere nity and spaciousness reflecte d on quie t 
surface. 
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Funct ional swimm ing pool in an integra te{i 
natural selling. Free stand sculptura l di ving 
element. 

-' 

Sound in a quie t entry area or garden Falli ng water - constructed f orm - rocks 
corner . and pl ants to soften. 

Formal app roach for a buildi ng setti ng. Good 
integra t ion of contemporary struc tu re to 
formal garden. 

blowing bubble gum. " 

(1) "But the seeds, bulbs, and plants are really the 
smallest part of gardening. The biggest part is the 
blisters . . ' .' You spend ten hours on Saturday plant
ing tulips and your knees are gonna look like they're 

(2) Gardening: Man's effort to improve his lot. 

(3) Plain Talk 
To stress the evils of soil erosion, a farm magazine published pictures of a 

dilapidated house and a washed-away field and invited its readers to "tell your 
own story of the two photos." An Oklahoma Indian won over 2,604 contestants 
with the following : 

"Both pictures show white man crazy. Make big tepee, plow hill. Water 
wash. Wind blpw soil, grass all gone. Squaw gone, papoose, too. No chuckaway. 
No pig, no com, no hay, no cow, no pony. Indian no plow land. Keep grass. 
Buffalo eat. Indian eat buffalo, hide make tepee, moccasins, too. Indian no make 
terrace. No build dam. No give dam. All time eat. No hunt job. No hitchhike. 
No ask relief. No shoot pfq. Great Spirit make grass. Indian no waste anything. 
Indian no work, White man heap crazy. 

(4) Definition of a good neighbor: One who does not borrow his garden hose 
back too often. 

(5) The little boy ran to his father, exclaiming, "Wow! You should see the 
great new lawn mower nex t door. It doesn't need electricity or anything! All 
you have to do is just push it!" 
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Farm Landscaping -
Before and After 

F. J. WE IR 

It is assumed that " before" means 
after the house-si te has been se lected 
and the shelterbelt planted. It is not 
practica l, of course, for a farmer to 
even consi der much landscaping un less 
he has already arranged for protection 
of his far mstead, lawn and his buildi ng 
area, otherwise, he would be extremely 
limi ted in the types of plant mate ria l 
which could be used. Without pro
tection fro m the damagi ng north and 
west winds onl y the hardiest of plants 
could be used , and most of these, 
once establ ished, would soon become 
very monotonous and unin terest ing. 

TH E HOUSE YARD 

One of the first projec ts is the 
establishment of a lawn at the fro nt, 
sides an d rear of the house, and any 
other areas on the far mstead where 
turf is needed, except where livestock, 
other than fo wl may be ke pt. A lawn 
all around the house will prov ide a play 
area for the children, and will cu t 
down on the amou nt of so il and dir t 
tracked in to the house. The con
struction of a pat io near the kitchen 
door will also provide a play area for 
youngsters when grass is wet and can 
even be fe nced for a fe w years to 
kee p the youngest todd lers in a restri ct
ed and safe area . 

TEM PORARY 
FOUND AT ION PLANTS 

Until the lawn is established it may 
be advisable for the first year or so, 
while plans are being made for more 
permanent plants, to use a nn u a I 
flowers aro un d the fo undation. The 
effect can be qui te impress ive if a 
proper selection is made. Tall er flowers 
can be used on either side of th e front 
and back doors and at the corners of 
the house; such as Castor Oil Bean, 
for emphasis and to soften the harsh 
architectura l lines of the house. Castor 
Beans usually atta in a height of five 
to six feet and give al most an oriental 
effect. As the sk in covering the seed 
of Castor Beans is highl y poisonous, 
it would be advisable to remove the. 
flowers which are rather in signi fica nt, 
before see d has been set. If ta ll er 
plants, eight to ten feet, are requ ired, 
providing water and fert ilizer for Cas tor 
Oil Beans wo uld be helpful, or such 
plants as Impatiens, Spider Flower 
(Cleome), Rose Mallow ( lavatera), 
Holl yhocks (A lthaea) might be used. 
Plants on the sun ny side of the house 
(sou th an d east) 'cou ld be Zinnias or 
Geraniu ms and eve n Petun ias could 
be planted, for in this location it might 
be ra ther hot and dry. On the east and 
north si des, Pansies and Mar igolds 
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coul d be used to good effect. Tuberous 
Begon ias are attrac ti ve and would grow 
well on the east side of the house. 

PERMANENT 
FOUN DATI ON PLANTS 

In order to cut down on the cost 
of fo undation plants over the years, 
however, it would be wise to plant 
for a per manent type of planting, 
using shrubs or peren nials whi ch wou ld 
not need to be set out every spri ng. 
Ini tia lly, the cost of such plant 
material would be greater, but over a 
period of years this wo ul d diminish to 
much less than providing bedd ing out 
plants each spring. I t is a lit tl e diffi cult 
to use many perennials as foundatio n 
plants as most of them te nd to increase 
natura ll y by seed an d may spread 
arou nd by themse lves, thus necess itat
ing a peri odic removal when they 
become too prolific. However, such 
perennials as Peony, Iris, Bleeding 
Heart and Lythrum are reasonab ly 
sa tisfactory. 

The main idea in havi ng fo undation 
plants is to make the bu ilding look as 
if it belo ngs in the area. To do this, 
taller shrubs can be planted at the 
corners (but usua ll y three or more 
makes an artisti c group ing) and 
medium-ta ll shrubs on- either side of 
the doorway and in blank areas be
twee n the wi ndows and lower or 
dwarf-ty pe shrubs could be planted 
un der the win dows. 

Shrubs should be se lected which 
will reach the right height and size 
aga inst the fo undation and so req uire 
a minimum of pruning, have a fine 
tex tu re of leaves, and be attract ive 
enough without detract ing interest 
fro m the house itse lf. Some shrubs 
have beautiful blooms, others may 
have colored leaves during the season, 
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attractively colored bark or colorful 
fruit or fo li age in the fa ll . There are 
a few shrubs whi ch exhib it most of 
these characteristics but caution must 
be observed in their se lection in order 
to attain suffic ient variety without 
mak ing co ll ection of too many differ
ent ones. Lists of varieti es recommend
ed for differe nt areas can be obtai ned 
from most agricultura l offices, either 
prov incia l or federa l, or from pra irie 
un iversi ties. 

For year-round effect, the low
growi ng or dwarf evergreens are qui te 
satisfactory as they are attractive 
throughout the year. However, the 
use of these plants exclusively will 
give a rather sombre, depressi ng effect 
to the whole farmstead. I n addition, 
on the prair ies there is not the var iety 
of such evergreens as may be fo und 
in areas where the temperatures are 
more moderate and the humid ity is 
somewhat higher. Many evergreens in 
this part of the country suffer fro m 
lack of sufficient moisture in the air 
during the wintertime and in the 
ground and, co nseque ntly, suffer fro m 
an ai lment common ly ca lled "sun
scald ". This damage can be kept to a 
minimu m, or to a poi nt where li ttle 
damage resul ts, if these evergreens a~e 
planted in areas where they Will 
rece ive shade fro m the house or other 
structure, or on the north side of a 
shrub border, and are watered 
thorough Iy ber ore freeze-up . When th is 
is done the sun's rays do not reach 
the plants and do not cause the sap to 
move up the south si de and escape 
into the dry air . The Wareana or 
Siberian Cedar,reaching a he ight and 
spread of about seven feet, seems to 
be reasonably sa ti sfactory on any side 
of the house as we ll as the dwarf 
Ju nipers, Skandia and Arcadia which 
attai n a heigh t of 12 inches and 18 
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inches respectively. Perhaps one of the 
factors in the hardiness of these 
junipers is because they are so low 
that they arc usually covered with 
snow in winter . 

Very attractive arrangements can 
be achieved by the judicious usc of 
both evergreens and deciduous 
permanen t ma terial. 

SHADE TREES 

The same year that the foundation 
shrubs or permanent material around 
the hou e is to be planted, attention 
shou ld be given to the location and 
selection of a shade tree or trees. In 
some farmstead locations, a tree for 
shade purposes might need to be 
planted to provide shade for a kitchen 
window on the south-east or western 
ide of the house. Even though hade 

may be required during the summer, 
and an attractive evergreen tree might 
provide this, sunshine might be a 
welcome vi itor into the kitchen 
window during the wintertime. If this 
is the case, one of the most sa ti factory 
trees would be the green or black ash 
a it would be late in leafing out in the 
spring and early in losing its leave in 
the fall. An ash tree wi th female 
flowers would be preferred, as the 
nowers on each tree are either male or 
female and an insect frequen tly cau es 
galls to appear on the male flowers 
wh ich make them unsigh tly. As th i 
tree attains a hight of approximately 
30 feet at maturity, it could be planted 
about a minimum of 30 feet from the 
kitchen window. Both green and black 
ash tree have attractive golden-colored 
foliage in the fall. 

p epending on the locat ion of the 
livingroom or family room, if located 
on the west ide of the hou e, it may 
be necessary to plan t a tree or trees 
to give shade for the window of this 
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room in the late afternoon . Satisfactory 
trees for this area would be the 
Mountainash, Paper Birch , or Orna
mental Crabapple . To find the direction 
that this tree should be planted from 
the house, one should walk toward 
the sun at the same time of day the 
shade is required in this area, and the 
spot marked where the tree could be 
planted the following spring. A tree 
reaching the size of an American Elm 
should be located no closer than 60 
feet from the house to avoid damage to 
the founda tion by the root system. 
Many home owners are quite impatient 
as far as a shade tree is concerned, 
they want almost instant shade instead 
of admiring a fine tree as it grows. 
I f this is the ca e, a few years can be 
saved by obtaining a tree which has 
been grown in a container in the 
nursery. Usually, it suffers less shock 
when transplanted but the cost 'for 
uch a tree is much higher, al though 

they easily may be planted in almost 
any time of year. 

I n most cases where a shade tree is 
required, it will be of more usc to the 
family if planted in the back lawn. 
Unless the back lawn is very large, 
one tree is usually all that i necessary 
in the open area. Most other plantings 
should be restricted to the edges of 
the proper.ty or to round ou t the rough 
corners of the lot. 

~n the farm there is usually not 
the need for dense privacy provided 
by a high hedge on either ide, as may 
be required in the ci ty. Good effects 
can often be achieved by planting 
clumps of three to five tr'ees in a 
group -along the sides of the lawn, 
allowing the centre of the lawn to be 
kept reasonably open and expansive. 
I f the real' lawn is e).. tra large in area 
it can be broken up by putting in 
carefully selected varietie of trees"as 
clumps with the area around or under 
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each clump being cultivated . 
Too many farmers think that when 

the lawn is in, foundation planting 
completed, and suitable trees and 
shrubs in the backyard planted, the 
job of landscaping is finished. How
ever, with most farmsteads, there is 
need for the planting of trees or large 
shrubs to screen off unsightly views 
of the farmstead or farm buildings and 
individuals working in the area of the 
farm buildings. 

Planting of taller shrubs in front 
of unsightly farm buildings wi ll do 
much to improve the general appear
ance of the yard, as well as giving a 
unified appearance to the whole farm
stead. Trees and shrubs and livestock, 
however, are not too compatible, and if 
plantings are to be made they should 
be placed in areas where cattle will not 
eat off the leaves or use the trunks for 
scratching posts. Often plantings can 
be made far enough inside or outside 
a fence to eliminate such a temptation 
on the part of livestock. Most trees 
are not too happy if the soil over their 
roots is kept tramped down . Often 
planting taller trees behind the farm 
buildings will be advantageous in pro
viding a background setting for the 
buildings. 

FRUIT AND VEG ETABLE 
GARDE NS 

Some farm fam i I ies may wan t to 
have a few fruit trees. On the prairies 
the most dependable frui t trees for 
most areas arc crabapples, but in some 
favoured sites hardy app les can be 
used. The wise farmer will plant 
several varieties in order to have ample 
pollination, and will arrange for these 
to be in,an area where some protection 
is given by the farm shel terbel t. For 
ease of cultivation, they should be in 
rows, and spaced far enough apart that 
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the necessary cultivation can be done 
with farm machinery. Apples should 
be located about 20 feet apart, plums 
12 to 15 feet and the smaller fruit 
plants such as sand-cherry plum 
hybrids, currants and goo eberries, 
about six to eight feet apart. Perennial 
plants such as apples, crabapples, 
plums, raspberries and strawberries 
should be located generally in the 
same area and away from the vegetable 
garden so the latter can be plowed 
regularly without any danger of 
damaging roots .of fruit trees or fruit 
plants. 

SUMMARY 

Landscaping of farmstead is not a 
job to be taken lightly and no attempt 
should be made to try to do the job 
in one or two years. Eight or ten 
years is not too long a period to 
considerfor such a worthwh i Ie project. 
A well-planned farmstead will provide 
the farm family with many years of 
enjoyment, as well as fresh nourishing 
food to help cut down the cost of 
living. Sometimes we tend to try to 
measure everything by putting a 
monetary figure on it, but farm ing 
can not only be a way to make a 
living, it is also a way of life. 

RASPBERRY SAWFLY 

Those raspberry leaves wilh so many 
holes in them that the leaves look like 
skeletons were attacked by the s/linny 
green caterpillars that are the larvae 
of the raspberry sawfly. To prevent 
this damage spray with lour teaspoons 
ol Diazinon 12-1/2 Ee per gallon ot 
water when blossom buds first separate 
(before blossoms open). 

o 
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Take Time to Landscape 

E. B. CASEMENT 

All too often in this fast moving 
society, the new home owner wants 
his lot profe sionally landscaped over
night, yet does not wish to direct any 
effort thereafter in maintaining it. For 
this type of person, apartment com
plexes and condom i n i ums were de-
igned where the owner or developer 

is responsible for the maintenance. 
Fortunate ly, there are many familie 

who take time to choose a lot with 
special features and wish to plan and 
plant their own gardens. 

There are artic les on landscaping 
in this issue, so I will deal more 
specifically with the implementation 
of the plan. This schedule ca lls for 
the work to be spread over three or 
four years. 

TH E LAWN 

During the first year, the lawn is 
the major item. The sub-soil should 
be graded and if top so il is to be added 
the sub-grade should be smooth and 
four to six inches below the finished 
grade. Add the top soil, making sure 
it is of even th ickness throughout the 
garden. At the time of delivery take a 
representative soil sample and have it 
ana lysed, the recommendations pro
vided by the laboratory should be 
followed for good soil fertility. 

You may want to kill perennial 
weeds if there are some present, and 
this is the stage to do it. TCA, the old 

standby, can be used but this means 
another three months of waiting. You 
may wish to try other chemicals but 
get information on them from your 
provincial people. Mix in peat, 
compost or well rolled manure to 
give some body to the soil, if it is 
needed. Usually it hould be spread 
about an inch deep on the surface 
and cultivated in. 

I f there are flower or shrub beds 
in the plan, make them at thi stage 
and plant with annual flowers. A 
garden hose can be used very effective
ly for marking the boundaries. Roto
vate the soil in the lawn areas, 
compact it by walking over it then waler 
again. A 19n9 piece of heavy timber 
should be dragged back and forward 
over the lawn area to gel it as smooth 
and as level as possible. It may be 
desirable to top dre the lawn with 
some nitrogen fertilizer, 3 Ibs ./1,OOO 
sq. ft. of lawn area should be suf
ficient, spread evenly in two directions. 
Rake the surface lightly and sow the 
seed. 

The grass seed mixture should be 
chosen from those recommended for 
your province. This is not the place to 
economize, get the best seed possible. 
Cheap seed often contains unsuitable 
gras es and weed seeds. Sow the eed 
in two directions, such a north-south 
and east-west, this \ ill ensure good 
coverage. A light rolling at this t ime 
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will help germil)ation. A thin layer 
(1/8 inch) of peat moss can be applied 
over the seed to retain moisture. After 
seeding, water the area; a fine mist 
nozzle on the hose will not wash out 
the seeds. Keep the area moist until 
germination takes place . Allow the 
young grass to get about three inches 
high before mowing and then mow it 
high, at two inches or more. Do not 
worry about annual weeds, they will 
be choked out, there should not be 
any perennial weeds. Once the lawn 
is estab lished you may wish to build 
fences or plant hedges if needed during 
the remainer of th is first year. 

FOUNDATION PLANT IN GS 

The second year calls for foundation 
plantings and trees for shade. After a 
year in your home, you will have a 
much better idea of where you need 
the shade trees. Again follow your 
provincial suggestions when choosing 
the trees and shrubs. Trees and shrubs 
are available bare-root, balled and bur
lapped, container grown or potted. 
During the planting time in spring, 
any of these can be planted, during 
the late spring or summer the container 
grown plants are the best. 

Dig the hole wide enough to take 
the root system without crowding, 
and deep enough to provide space for 
at least six inches of good top soil 
under the roots. Mix the top soil with 
about 1/4 or its volume with peat, 
well-rotted manure or compost. Set the 
plant in the hole so that the top of 
the root system is no more than one 
inch below its former level. Spread 
out the roots and fill in the hole 
gradually being careful to get the soil 
in and around the roots, tread the soil 
firmly in place. Leave a slight depres
sion to hold water around the plant 
and water thoroughly several times. 
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I t is best to use two stakes to hold 
the tree steady, one each side connect
ed by weaving stockings from one stake 
around the other side of the tree and 
back to the same side of the second 

stake, ~tie the stockings to the 
stakes, not the tree. Large trees 
should be held upright by guy wires. 
Transplanted trees and shrubs should 
be pruned to counteract the loss of 
roots. This should be done at the 
Nursery but rarely is. About 1/3 to 
1/2 of the top growth shou I d be 
removed by a combination of thinning 
and heading back. Thinning is the 
removal of an entire branch while 
heading back entails the cutting back 
of a branch. Always make clean cuts, 
flush with the trunk or branch or one 
quarter of an inch at a 45 0 angle 
away from and above the bud, wh ich 
is pointing in the direct ion that growth 
is required. Treat all wounds over one 
half inch in diameter with a tree 
wound dressing. 

SHRUBS & FLOWERS 

During the third year emphasis is 
on shrub and flower borders. Allow 
plenty of room for the shrubs to 
develop. They may look too far apart 
when planted, but they do not take 
long to fill in . If you are planting 
perennial flowers, remember to plant 
iris in August, and peonies and bu lbs 
in September. 

The fourth year of this schedule 
calls for the completion of the projects 
that were not done earlier, and the 
building or development of any special 
features. 

With this schedule, which is by no 
means fixed, you should be able to 
enjoy your garden, yet have time for 
other activities. Gardening is a reward
ing hobby, take time to enjoy it! 
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Soil Fill Over Tree Roots 

JOHN WALKER 

In building construction and alter
ation operatio ns there is often the 
problem of a build-up of soil, or the 
removal of soil from tree roots in the 
area around the building. Both these 
conditions can have long lasting and 
harmful effects if preventive and 
corrective measures are not taken. 

Questions posed to th e property 
owner are: 

I f there are on Iy a few trees on 
the lot should they all be saved? 

Are they healthy or sickly, long
lived or short-lived, valuable or 
otherwise, or wou ld it be wise 
to replace existing trees with 
younger ones to be located for 
better landscape effect wh en the 
final grade is established? 

As a preventive measure where there 
is to be a build-up or fill of soil, a 
circular wa ll (brick, stone, concrete) 
from four to eight feet in diameter 
shou ld be constructed around the tree 
trunk to the height of the prop.osed 
fill. This form s what is generally called 
a we ll. 

In addition, drainage tiles should be 
laid on the existing grade in the 
pattern of wheel spokes, numbering 
eight or more, and extending from the 
wall to the outermost spread of tree 
branches and sloping slightly in that 

di rection . The obj ect of the tiles is to 
ensure the ava il ability of water and 
plant food to the roots of the tree. A 
space of about one inch, therefore, 
should separate the t iles when laid 
end to end . I t is often advisable to 
place one or two tiles in an upright 
position at the outer end of each 
"spoke" to facilitate a freer movement 
of air to the root area. 

Wells and drainage tiles are very 
necessary where there is clay soil and 
a clay soil fill because of poo(drainage. 
In areas of lighter soil, crushed rock 
and coarse grave l may replace tiles. 

Before a soil fill is made trees 
shou ld be given commercial fer tilize r 
at the rate of four tabl espoons of 
14-14-7, and the ground well watered. 
Placi ng the fertilizer in holes punched 
to a depth of 12 inches with a crowbar 
or drilling at three-foot centers prior 
to the application of water is recom
mended . If the soil fi ll is to be sha llow, 
the only preliminary trea tment needed 
may be shallow cultivation, feeding 
with fertilizer and heavy watering. 
When the well is finished it may be 
filled with crushed rock or gravel, 
particularly if the safety of children 
may be involved. 

Why is soil fi ll over tree roots 
likely to be harmful ? Until the placing 
of soil fill over the roots, development 
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has taken place in a favorable environ
ment where the top soil has been open 
and with a more or less natural cover
ing. With the soil fill: 

1) air which is necessary for the 
health of roots, soil bacteria and 
the neutralization of toxic sub
stances is excluded. 

2) roots are now at a depth where 
temperatures remain colder than 
formerly and the release of plan t 
food takes place slowly. 

3) penetration of the soi l by water 
and ferti lizer in solution needed 
for soil micro-organisms, as well 
as for trees, is hindered. In other 
words, plants are deprived of 
essentia l food elements. 

4) bark on the tr un ks of trees in 
close contact with soil fill is 
likely to be injured, particularly 
for birches, oaks and evergreens. 

What effects may be manifested by 
trees where there is soi l rill? The 
degree of change or injury will be 
governed by the quantity and extent 
of the so il fill. 

First, the natural flare or widening 
of the trunk at ground level will not 
be visible. 

Although no visible erfects may be 
apparent on above-grou nd parts for 
severa l years, even tuall y new growth 
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at the tips of branches may be weak. 
Dead twigs will appear near the tops 
of the trees and foliage will not have 
a healthy, vivid green color. New 
shoots may arise near the base of the 
trunk . 

Damage will be readily apparent if 
the soil fill over tree roots is basement 
clay and has been leveled and packed 
by a bulldozer when wet. This creates 
an almost hopeless condition as far as 
plant growth is concerned. 

Where the soil fill is shallow and is 
applied gradually over a period of 
years no ill effects are liIzely to result, 
especially if the soil fill is similar in 
lex lure 10 the existing soil. 

REMOVAL OF SOIL FROM 
TREE ROOTS 

The removal of soi l, or the lowering 
of the grade around estab lished trees, 
is usually less harmfu l than so il fi ll 
over tree roots. I n each case the 
amount and rapidity of visible injury 
will depend upon vigor, age and general 
health of the trees and the depth and 
extent of so il removal or soil fill. 

Main reasons wh y injury may result 
from the removal of soil from roots 
are: 

1) Valuable, fertile top soil has been 
removed. 

AUBIN NURSERIES LTD. 
CARMAN, MANITOBA 
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2) Roots may not onl y be injured 
during the process but become 
exposed to hea t and wind in 
summer and to freez ing tempera
tures in win ter. 

3) The number of potentiall y 
acti ve and supporting roo ts may 
be grea tl y redu ced. 

4) The mai ntenance of an adequate 
water supply may be di ffLcul t if 
the new grade is uneven. 

5) There may be continuing damage 
to roo ts by pedes trian and other 
traffi c. 

Inju ry by removal of so il from 
roo ts may be kept at a minimum by 
first making su re the tree roo ts do not 
become dry. Then apply a mi xtu re of 
pea tmoss, leaf mold and loa m in eq ual 
parts, by vo lume, over th e roo ts to the 
depth of at least two inches, and 
cover it with a laye r of sod. The area 
should then be fer tili zed and watered 

Trea tm ent fo r t ree where the nallira l grade 
has been covered. 
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as prev iously recommended. 
To kee p inju ry from soil removal 

at a minimum, it should be tackled 
either in the ea rl y spring to permit the 
sod to beco me es tabl ished before the 
heat of summer, or in the ea rl y fall 
to insure protection to roots agai nst 
frost damage in win te r and ea rl y re
adjustment of roo ts in spring. 

Fencing ca n eliminate injury by 
traffi c. 

Where so il re moval may be consider
ed inadvisa ble, two alter nati ve plans 
are suggested: 

1) Change the grade slightl y by 
establi shing a new gr'adient or 
slope in the tree' area . 

2) Retain the or'ig in al grade for an 
area 10 to 12 feet in diameter 
arou nd the tree trunk and enclose 
it in a dry stone wa ll. If the 
ge nera l area is slopi ng, the re
taini ng wa ll may be needed onl y 
on the lower side. 

Detail s of "lac ing" for a tree well. 
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COVER HORIZONTAL TILE 
WITH LARGER ROCKS 

4" DRAIN TILE /' 

PREVENTtNG TREE INJURY FROM EARTH FILL 

(Upr ight ti!.es optional i f t he ear th f ill 1s sballOW') 
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SCINDAPUS, also known as potnos or de vii's ivy. 
These plants are attractive in hanging containers or in 
flower pots on a table, with the vines arching over the 
pot on to the table surface. They make handsome 

climbers if given a support. They also grow remarkably well in plain water. The 
stems grow indefinetely but can be pinched back at any size. The green leaves 
are extensively marked with silver, cream or yellow blotchings according to 
variety. 

They do best in bright indirect light - 400 footcandles. Adapt well to 
average home temperatures. Soil should be allowed to become moderately dry 
between waterings. 
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Landscaping is for People 
F. j . WE IR 

First impressions are important and, 
usually, lasting. This applies in cases 
where a lady may look at a hat or a 
man at a suit, or a couple consider 
purchasing a home. Unless one is 
favorably impressed with the article 
at the outset, a salesman has a big job 
ahead of him before he can make a 
sale. If one is not favorably impressed 
at the start, the unsatisfactory aspects 
must all be adjusted to the satisfaction 
of the buyer so that they do not seem 
unsatisfactory, and then the attractive 
features emphasized. 

In purchasing a home most couples 
have a preconceived idea of what they 
would like as far as the house itself 
is concerned, and often th is factor is 
present also as far as the grounds or 
property on which it is located are 
concerned. Of course there are many 
people who are not interested in the 
grounds - as far as some care, these 
could be cemented over! Fortunately, 
there are not many in this category. 
For most people, if the first sight of 
the house and grounds is not pleasing 
to them, or if they feel that they 
cannot make corrections easily so that 
they can be eventually satisfied with 
them, they will not be happy even 
though most other features . are satis
factory. As mentioned, there is a small 
minority ~ho are interested only in 
the house Itself, and it is not difficult 

for the average citizen, as he drives 
through a community, to pick out 
cases where owners are not interested 
in their grounds. 

What kind of people are these 
folks? One is tempted to generalize 
and say that they are lazy, indifferent 
or uninterested . These descriptions 
may fit some individuals but, it is 
hoped, not too many. There are home
owners, however, whose health does 
not permit intensive gardening or 
heavy maintenance. These are indi
viduals who feel that they cannot 
afford to spend money required for 
planting and upkeep. There are indi
vidua ls who feel that they do not have 
the time required to look after thei r 
yards. With most people it is a question 
of pri~rities, and golf or fishing may 
come first There are families who own 
a cottage or summer home at the lake 
and because most of their leisure time 
is spent there, the home place must 
suffer. 

On the other hand, one would like 
to be ab le to say that the owners of all 
attractively planned and planted 
homegrounds are industrious hard
working, happy people, inter~sted in 
~heir familie~ and in their community, 
III short, fllle, dependable citizens. 
Such is not the case either. There are 
some home owners who have summer 
homes who also find the time to spend 
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on their home pl aces. No doubt some 
of these are in the financial situation 
where they have commercia l gardeners 
grooming their grounds twice a week. 
Some have larger families, and the 
family mem bers may all be sharing in 
the maintenance chores. Some fami lies 
may have moved in very recently and 
the credit for their attractive grounds 
shou ld be given to the previous owners. 

In most towns, cities and vil lages 
there are certain streets which are 
well-known for the garden activities 
of the owners. One may find several 
home grounds in a row on one or both 
sides of the street, and it would appear 
that each home owner was trying to 
out-do hi s neighbour in making his 
property attractive . Sometimes a 
beautification program li~e this is 
started by one individual who sets an 
examp le for others, however, this is 
not the case in all instances. People of 
similar incomes, temperaments and 
interests often tend to locate in the 
same general area. I n many cases they 
locate close to their pl,aces of business. 
All kinds and sor'ts of excuses are 
given by people explaining why they 
have not improved their grounds. 

A certain amount of blame for lack 
of home ground improvement must 
be laid at the feet of the real estate 
business and the real estate agent. 
The term "landscaped" to most 
agencies and sa lesmen and of course 
through them,. to the homeowners, 
refers to property where only the 
lawn has been put in . Many new 
homeowners never get past this stage 
in the development of their properties. 

Some homeowners claim that they 
do not know what they ought to do, 
in fact, this is the explanation given 
by most people. Most of them would 
have a general idea where they wished 
to have plantings in order to get the 
final effect, but would not know what 
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trees and shrubs to plant in these 
areas, or why specific ones would be 
better than others in such locations. 

An interesting side light in this 
respect appears from a survey under
taken by the Pennsylvania State Uni
versity in 1965. I n this survey of 435 
households it was indicated that a lack 
of knowledge pertaini ng to landscap
ing was manifes ted by most individuals, 
but this appeared to be indepe ndent 
of the adequacy of their home land
scapi ng. 

In the same study it was indicated 
that better landscaped homes tertd to 
be associated with older residents, 
fewer chi ldren and higher priced 
homes. On the other hand, those living 
in poorly landscaped homes were more 
likely to agree that landscaping involves 
too much time, work and money, and 
would be more willing to hire some
one to do their yard work if they could 
afford it. 

A factor often used in encouraging 
homeowners to landscape their home 
grounds is that the real estate values 
of their properties are much increased. 
This may be so in some cases, and 
more so on farmsteads where land
scaping includes shelterbelt plantings 
as well as the ornamental and other 
utility plantings, but most individuals 
who have done these plantings feel 
that they would not be able to recover 
the money spent in landscaping if they 
were to sell their properties. This is an 
encouraging piece of information, and 
reinforces one of the ideas I've always 
had about people who have spent time 
and money in landscaping in that they 
have done so, not for any increase in 
value of their property, but to have 
attractive surroundings and to set an 
example for their families and 
communities. They achieve their 
sati faction and their reward from 
having an interesting hobby which 
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adds to better li ving. 
What then can we, as practis ing 

horticul turi sts, do to help these poor 
unfortunate citi ze ns who are in
?ifferent, lazy, too bu sy, or just not 
Interested in land scaping? 
. We can se t a good example by see
II1g that our own places are in a good 
sta~e .of pla nting, and adequately 
main ta ined. We must be miss ionar ies 
and give all poss ible encouragement to 
new and yo ung homeowners who are 
gett ing esta bl ished. I t is up to us to 
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se~ tha t they do not make any of the 
mi stakes we have made. I t is up to us 
to see that they are give n ideas as to 
where they ca n obta in hel p if we 
ca nnot give it ourse lves. They' should 
be s ~ own that pro per plann ing and 
plantll1g of hardy, permanent materia l 
will save time and money over the 
years. I t should be demonstrated to 
them that ca reful plan ning and stud y 
bef.orehand will make day-to-day 
main tenance eas ier and lighter. 

MARANTA commonly called "prayer" plant. These 
plants derive their common name from the unique 
response their leaves have to light. In light the lea ves 
are held horizontally, in darkness the leaves rise to a 

vertic~1 po.sition ~hat makes them look like hands in prayer. The plants are 
especially II1terestll1g when grown beneath a table lamp. When the light is turned 
on after dark, the "sleeping" leaves awaken and spread to their horizontal 
position in a matter of minutes, then become vertical again after the lights are 
turned off. 

There a~e a number of interesting species, with different vein colorings 
and leaf spottll1gs. They grow well in bright indirect light - 400 footcandles, at 
normal home temperatures. They do best where the humidity is 30% or more. 
Keep the soil evenly moist except during the winter when the soil should be 
allowed to dry a bit between waterings. 
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Establish Your New Lawn 
by Easy Steps 
JOHN WALKE R 

Lawns are considered to be carpets 
of the garde n or outdoor livi ng room, 
with other features placed aroun d 
them, and they vary fro m house to 
house , di stric t to di strict in shape and 
size and genera l appearance. A lawn 
makes a beauti ful sett ing for anyone's 
home but it must be cared for, it is 
intended to be a closely mown area of 
grass not marred by weeds. 

Sup pose you are p~e paring one 
from scratch! What to do? To begi n 
with if the area is not com plete ly leve l, 
a surface sloping away from the house 
one inch in fo ur feet is bette r than 
cons tructi ng a terrace and maki ng two 
or more separate leve ls. 

For a healthy lawn the area must 
have good sub-surface drainage . This 
may mean the replacement of basement 
clay with fr iab le loam soil, especial ly 
if the for mer has been packed by a 
bulldozer. Thi s is often the case for 
many newly-buil t homes. In such a so il 
mix, dra inage is practical ly nil 
and plant nutrients very low. Steps 
recom mended to improve the drai nage 
and texture are deep di gging, cul ti
va tion or pl owi ng in the fa ll , wi th 
subsequent exposure to frost action 
during the win ter. 

A percen tage of clay is desirable in 
the subsoi l but the surface so il needs 
to be especial ly pre pared, ego sandy 

loam soil plus peatmoss 3: 1, or heavy 
loam so il plu s ro tted manure plus 
sand 1: 1: 1, and applied to a depth of 
th ree to five inches. 

The fin al preparation and leve lling 
before seeding or sodd ing will be the 
re mova l from the surface , or break
down, of coarse materi al by the use 
of a rake or plank drag. In th is step the 
surface should be dry, so that the 
particles may pulveri ze read il y. Slight 
holl ows should be f ill ed instead of 
packi ng sl ight kno ll s. Next, add 
ammonium ph osphate, 11 -48-0, to the 
so il at the ra te of 1 ° Ibs. per 1000 
square feet just prior to sowing the 
seed or layi ng the sod. This shoul d be 
worked into the so il by rak ing back 
and forth. 

ESTABLISH ING THE LAWN : 

(1) Sodding - sodding provides 
a qui ck cover ing whi ch is not inju red 
by traffic. Fertili zing and water ing are 
less compl icated as compared with 
sowi ng grass seed, and the plan ting and 
care of shrubs, flo wers, etc. can be 
carried out without hin drance. 
Problems may be, weeds, poor and 
unsuitable grass mixture, and uneven 
surface if th ickness of sods var ies. Cost 
fo r sodding is like ly to be higher than 
for seed ing. 
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To fill spaces between stri ps of sod 
a light to pdress ing containing pul ver iz~ 
ed pea tmoss and/or ro tted manu re 
should be applied foll owed by ample 
watering. Watering must be repea ted 
as required. Even if there is additional 
cost, the margins of every new lawn 
should be sodded. These sods provide 
a firm footi ng for the planting and 
ca re of flowers in adjacent borders 
wi th o~t distu rbing or destroying 
spro uting grass seed. 

(2) Seeding - seeding is th e usual 
method of es tabl ishing a lawn on large 
areas. By using the highest grade of 
lawn grass species recommended fo r 
your so il and area, the problems li sted 
under sodding will be large lye liminat
ed. Poss ible di sadva ntages of seeding 
are: (1) under dry, wi ndy cond itions 
seed may germinate unevenl y or fai l 
to do so; (2) during heavy rai ns the 
seed may be washed away or into 
hollows. 

I f the soi l has been pre pared in the 
man ner already outl ined, an d con
di tions as to moisture are favora ble 
seed may be sown from Augu st 15 t~ 
September 10. Th e sur face of the 
so il should be dry. Var ious mechanical 
seeders are avai lable, and the ra te of 
seeding will be governed by the size 
of seed which va ries with variety and 
kind . 

When the seed is broadcast a light 
topdress ing, vigorous raking and care
ful rolling should fo ll ow. The su rface 
of the so il must then be kept moist 
to encourage rapid germination and 
strong growth of grass before win ter. 
Actuall y, ge rmination should take 
place with in th ree weeks. 

I f the lawn area is well sheltered 
from exposure to wind and a good 
snow cover is li ke ly to remain through
out the win ter, the seed may also be 
sown just before freeze-up . Bra nches 
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placed along the margins will keep 
traffic off the area and assist in holding 
the snow cover. In this in stance 
germination will not take place until 
spr ing. 

Seeding in ea rl y spring, around May 
1, when moisture is plentiful , is also 
sa tisfactory. Steps .sugges ted for fa ll 
~ed i n g should be fo ll owed. Aga in , to 
Insure sa tisfactory germ ina tion and 
development, the so il surface should 
not be all owed to dry out. One pu rpose 
of the topd ressing is to lesse n moisture 
loss from the soi l surface. 

Lawn grass mixtures are not usuall y 
recommended or des irable, except 
where th e mi xture may be suitable fo r 
an unusual site, ego very deep shade. 
Mi xtures may conta in grasses that vary 
in color, texture (wid th of leaf blade), 
growth habi t and to lerance to drought. 

Kentucky Blue - Park stra in - is 
highl y recommended. I t is semi
stoloni fero us, {some trail ing branches 
deve lop roo ts}, is of a dark green color 
and grows vigorously in the ear ly 
summer and in the early fa ll . Sow at 
the rate of 3 to 4 lb. per 1000 sq. ft. 
of lawn area. Small weeds, which can 
eas il y be destroyed before go ing to 
seed by amine fo rmulations of M.C. P.A. 
or 2,4-0 herbicides when a 700 tem
perature prevai ls, may help to shade 
the developing yo ung grass seedl ings. 

Do not mow new lawn grass un til a 
height of two inches has been reached. 
Vigorous top growth is necessary for 
the development of a strong root 
syste m. For the win te r, leave it at 
least one and one-half inches long. 
A topdressing of well -ro tted manure 
or I ~af mold about two in ches deep, 
app lied after freeze-up, will prov ide 
a beneficial. soi l mulch after th e coarse 
material has been raked off in the 
spring. 
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I nformation about other lawn grass 
species may be obtai ned from specific 
lawn pamphlets (1). Suffi ce it to say 
here that varieties of fesc ue grasses, 
ego Ouraturf, are more drought to lerant 
than Kentucky Blue and prefer light, 
sandy soi ls. Mowing is best done when 
the grass is sl igh tl y wet. 'Ben t' grasses 
flourish in soils wi th more clay bu t 
requi re mu ch more attention as to 
topd ressing, ferti l iz ing, mow ing, brush
ing and watering than other more 
comm onl y-used lawn grasses. 

The amount of chemical fert ilizer 
to use on a lawn at any time is related 
to the amoun t of wate r appl ied. I f no 
more than an inch of wate r per week 
is give n, (by rain or from the hose), 
3 to 5 lb. of chem ica l fertilizer per 
1000 sq. ft. may be applied at a fo ur
week in terval du ri ng the period of 
active growth in May and June, the 
firs t contai ning Nitrogen, (2 1-0-0), and 
the second contai ning Nitrogen and 
Phosphorus, (16-20-0). Mix the 
chemica l ferti li zer with dry soi l or 
sand , app ly even ly when the grass is 
dry, and water immediately . No burn
ing should resul t. Fertili zers must be 
used on lawn to re place essen tial 
nu trient elements removed, because 
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one ton of grass cut off by mowing 
re moves approx imately 30 lb. of Ni tro
gen, 15 lb . of Phosphorus and 35 lb . 
of Potassium. 

Effec tive control of moss in lawn s 
and turf may be obta ined by di ssolvi ng 
one-quarter ounce of Permanganate 
of Potash in two ga ll on of water and 
applyi ng it to three square yards of 
area. The grass is improved by this 
treatment. 

Contro l of ants and earthworms, 
which someti mes appear in lawns, may 
be effected by' the use of Chlordane. 
Check man ufacturer's directions, place 
a small quantity on top of the ant hill 
and carry the so lu tion into it by 
applyi ng wate r from a watering can; 
treatment may need to be re peated. 

(1) Law ns, Their Preparation and Care. 
Manitoba Dept. of Agriculture Publ. 
233 (Rev.) 

AGLONEMA, also known as Chinese Evergreen -
These are tough plants that grow in the dark corners 
of a room, while most other plants would perish. 
They also grow well in plain water. Normally grow 

one to two feet tall and have gleaming dark green lance like leaves six to nine 
inches long and two to three inches wide. There are variegated species with 
different markings usually white or silver. 

They do well in the shadowless light of a north window - 150 footcandles. 
Grow well in average home conditions. Keep the soil barely moist at all times. 
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Lawn Plant Foods 
GEORGE BONNEFOY 

Would you li ke to grow the best 
looking lawn on your stree t? If yes, 
then the most important thing to do 
is to feed your lawn proper ly. 

In this Mticle I wi ll not di scuss the 
other important practices such as pre
par ing a good seed bed, se lecti ng a 
good variety of Bluegrass seed, using 
good weed contro l practices, and water
ing and mow ing the grass properly. 

This art icle will dea l with the 
fertility requ irements of you r lawn . 
Let us start by di scussi ng what is 
meant by the ferti li zer analysis. Ferti
li zer man ufacturers are required by 
law to li st the percentages of ni trogen 
(N), phosphor ic acid (P20S) and 
potash (K20) on the container in 
whi ch the fertili zer is so ld. These 
figures such as '11 -48-0 indicate that 
the ferti li zer contains 11 percent nitro
gen, 48 percent phosphate and no 
pota h. Similarly, 10-30-10 indicates 
10 percent nitrogen, 30 percent 
phosphate and 10 percent potash. 
These figures do not add to 100 
percent because the nitroge n, phos
phate and potash are combined with 
other elements not in cluded in the 
analysis. The pounds of nitrogen, 
phosphate and potash that a fertilizer 
will supply to the lawn can be calcu lat
ed from the fertilizer analys is. 
Example: If 11 -48-0 fertilizer is ap
plied to the lawn at the rate of 10 
pounds per 1000 sq uare feet the 
amount of: 

Nitrogen (N) applied is 11 /100 x 
10 Ibs = 1.1 Ibs of actua l nitroge n. 

Phosp ha te (P20S) ap pl ied is 
48/ I 00 x 10 = 4.8 Ibs of actual 
phospha teo 

Potass ium (K20) appli ed is 0/100 x 
10 = 0 Ibs of potash. 

Is there any difference in ferti li zers 
besides their analysis? There are 
bas ically two kinds of fertilizers, a) 
orga ni c and b) in -orga ni c. The diFfer
ence between the two ki nd s is in the 
time I-equired to re lease the nutrients, 
although the nutrients released fro m 
both so urces are exac tl y the same . 
Organic ferti li zers contain organic 
mate ri als such as manures, composts, 
wood shav ings and sawdust, grass 
clippings or leaf mold and peat moss. 
The nutrients become released when 
the orga ni c mater ials are decomposed 
by the soil organi sms and the nutrients 
are made avai lable to the plants in the 
forms of ions. Inorga ni c fel·tili zers 
are usually higher in analys is and are 
more readily available because the 
nutrients are water soluble and ioni ze 
immediately to become avai lab le to 
the plant. 

Let's discuss the fert ility require
ments of a lawn . Here we will start 
after the topsoil has bee n added, as is 
the case for establ i hing a new lawn. 
Before the rota-tiller is used to mix in 
the topsoil, one dpp li ca ti on of 
phosphate fertili Ler should be broad-
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cast over the surface at the rate of five 
pounds ac tual phosph orus per 1000 
square feet. Example using 11 -48-0: 

S ibs x 100/48 = 10 Ibs fertilizer 
per 1000 square feet. The topso i I 
should then be rota-tilled to in 
corporate the fer til izer into the upper 
four or five inches. Since phosphorus 
develops a good rooting system, it is 
very important that the fert ili zer be 
placed close to the root ing system of 
the plant. A good, strong and vigorous 
roo ting system is essential for a strong 
healthy lawn . On establi shed lawns an 
annual application of ph osphorus 
shou ld be applied broadcast at the rate 
of two pounds actua l per 1000 square 
feet. 
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For an establi shed lawn, the nutrient 
necessary to give your lawn a beautifu l 
lush green co lor, fast regrowth and 
thick stoo ling is nitrogen. Nitrogen 
starvatio n is the prime cause of weak, 
thin , weed infested lawns. Grasses are 
very heavy feeders of nitrogen and 
thi s nutrient must be avai lable regular
Iy. Nitrogen ferti I izers are necessary 
to supplement what the soil cannot 
su pply in adeq uate amounts. In nature 
the organic matter* in the soil supplies 
the nutrients necessary for plant 
growth. The soil organisms break 
down the organic matter into a form 
the plants can util ize - the nitrate 
nitrogen ion . 

Illustration: 

Soil Soil Soil Soil 
Organi c ) H4 + ) N02 - ) N03-
Matter Organisms ammonium Organisms nitrite Organisms nitrate 

nitrogen 
ion' 

The above reaction takes place in 
the so il as a natural process. 

By add ing a commercial fert il izer 
we are adding a source of ammonium 

Soil Soil 
Organi c ) NH 4+ * 

ni trogen nitrogen 
ion ion 

nitrogen ion NH4 + or as in the case 
of ammonium nitrate fertilizer, a 
source of both the ammonium ion 
(NH4 +) and the nitrate nitrogen ion 
N03 -. 

Soil Soil 
> N02-

Matter Organism s ammonium Organism s nitrite 
------) N03-

Organisms nitrate 
nitrogen 

ion 

* Commercial 
Fertilizer 

NT-I4+ 

nitrogen 
ion 

nitrogen 
ion 

• Organic matter is the humus in the soil 
supp lied by de~ayed anim al and p lant 
residue s. 
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The ammonium ion supplied by the 
fertilizer is exactly the same as the 
ammonium ion supplied from the soil 
organic matter. The ammonium ion is 
then converted by soil micro-organisms 
to the nitrite ion and fi nall y to the 

TABLE I 

To supply one pound of phosphate 
(P20S) per 1000 square feet, the 
fo nowing amounts of fertilizer must 
be used . 

(In addition to supplying one pound 
of P20S, these amounts of fertilizer 
also. su pply a corresponding amount 
of nitrogen.) 

FertiliLer 

Fertili zer Lbs Lbs N 
Analysis Fertilizer 

11-48-0 2.08 .22 
,,·5 5-0 1.81 .19 
16·20-0 5.00 .80 
23-23-0 4.34 1.00 
27·14-0 7.14 1.93 
10-30-10* 3.33 .33 
14-14-7 * 7.14 1.00 
13-13:13* 7.69 1.00 
8·16·8 * 6.25 .50 
6- 9·6 * 11.10 .67 
4-12-8 * 8.33 .33 

12- 5-7 * 20.00 2.40 
10-52·17 * 1.92 .19 

5· 2·2 * 50.00 2.50 
20-10-5 * 10.00 2.00 
19-28-14* 3.57 .68 
13-17·11 * 5.88 .76 

2-18·0 * 5.56 1.11 
2- 1-2 * 100.00 2.00 
9- 7-4 * 14.29 1.29 

15-30-15 * 3.33 .50 
1· 1·1 * 100.00 1.00 

10- 6-4. * 16.67 1.67 
8-12·4 * 8.33 .73 

* These fertili zers supply pO.lash (K20) in 
add ition to the nitrogen (N) and the 
phosphate (P205)' Where high rates of 
potash are required , 0-0-60 or 0-0-50 may 
be used . 
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nitrate ion used by the plants. Soil 
orga nic matter releases the nitrogen 
too slowly for a luxurious and healthy 
lawn. I t is necessary therefore, to add 
a regular source of chemical fert ili zer 
to supply the nitrogen requirements 
of the grass. A good lawn will produce 
15 to 20 tons of 20 percent dry 
matter per acre. In order to produce 
such a crop up to six pounds of actual 
nitrate nitrogen per 1000 square feet 
is required. This nitrogen fertilizer 
shou ld be appliep four times during 
the summer, around the fol,lowing 
dates: May 1, June 7, July 14 and 
August 21. 

The six pounds actua l ni trogen 
would be divided into four appli
cations of 1 V2 pounds each per 1000 
square feet. Example: If a fertilizer 
such as 34-0-0 is used, it should be 
applied at the rate of 1.5 x 100/34 = 
4.5 Ibs of fertilizer material on each 
of the above mentioned dates. 

Nitrogen ferti li zers shou ld not be 
applied late in the fall as it keeps the 
lawn growing lush and green which 
could aggravate a snow mold fungus 
problem. Nitrogen ferti lizers must be 
applied when the grass is dry and 
watered after application to dilute and 
soak the nitrogen down to the roots. 
Uniform application is important for 

TABLE" 

To supply one pound of nitrogen 
(N) per 1000 square feet, the following 
amounts of fertilizer must be used . 

Fertilizer 
Analysis 

46·0·0 
34-0-0 
21-0·0 
38-0-0 

Lbs 
Fertilizer 

2.17 
2.94 
4.76 
2.63 
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two reasons, 1) to obtain a uniform 
lawn and 2) to prevent spot burnings 
from spil ls. A broadcast cyclone 
spreader is the fastest and most accurate 
means of application. A soil test will 
prov ide a measure of the major soil 
nutrients,namely nitrogen, phosphorus, 
potassium an d sulfur at the time of 
sampling. However, the nitrate nitro
gen levels vary from month to month 
and season to season. Therefore, soi l 
testing becomes tedious and ex pensi ve 
to determine the fer til izer needs of 
your lawn but it can be very useful 
to monitor the level in the soil so that 
an excessive level does not bu ild up 
in the so il. Excessive ap pli cations cou ld 
leach into the subsoil and add nitrates 
to the ground water and streams. 

Sands and sandy loam so ils are 
frequently low in avai lable potassium. 
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A soil test is recommended to deter
mine the extent of the deficiency and 
to apply the exact amounts of potash 
fertilizers to correct the deficiency. 

Remember, when you are buying 
fertilizers you are buying plant food. 
The important thing to con ider in 
se lecti ng a fertilizer is the price per 
pound of actual nutrients that you 
wish to purchase, i.e. a nitrogen 
fertilizer containing 30 percent nitrogen 
shoul d be worth twice as much as a 
ferti' ll zer containing 15 percent 
nitrogen. 

In conclusion, the most important 
practice necessary to obtain a good 
lawn is a good fertility program. 

Now, if you follow this advice you 
will no doubt have the best looki ng 
lawn in the neighbourhood (unless 
you live on my street)! 

House Plant Tips. Too little humidity in your home 
will show up in your plants by leaf edges turning 
brown and eventua ll y drying and falling off. It is one 
of our greatest house plant prob lems, particularly 

during our co ld winter mon.ths. 
The humidity in commercial greenhouses is kept up to a level of 70% 

or higher by wetting down the walkways and the plants with a hose or sprink ler 
system. Have you a, humid ity thermometer in your home so that you can kee p 
check on the humidity level ? I suggest that during the cold winter months the 
humidity in your home may well be no higher than 20%, unless you have a 
room-type humidifier or one installed in your heating system. With a humidifier 
your home shou ld be up to at least 35.% - and both you and your plants will be 
healthier. 

You can also raise the humidity immediately arou nd yo ur pl ants by 
placing the pots on a bed of pebb les or keeping some other material moist like 
perlite, in a holding tray. With a large plant I suggest that you place it'in a 
larger contai ner with moist peat between the pot and the other container. The 
reason is simple . The constant evaporation of the water can raise the humidity 
of the air around the plants by as much as three times or more than that of the 
rest of the room. 
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Hedges as Sound Barriers 
E. V. PARUPS and 
JUDITH M. HORTON 

I t is generally assumed that trees 
and hedges per se are effective in 
reducing noise. This view has been 
promoted in popular article, i.e. the 
sta tement that: "at 100 feet the sound 
of an outboard motor cal; be cut in 
half by an ei)l;ht-foot coniferous plant
ing" (1, 5). The few scientific publi
cations dealing with sound attenuation 
by trees and shrubs are less positive. 
Thus, Beranek (2) states that the use 
of trees and hedges to control noise 
seldom turns out to be practicable 
becau e not only plantings of great 
density are required, with branches 
reach ing to the ground, but also an 
appreciable height is necessary in o~der 
to avoid sound movement over rather 
than through the barrier . Si~ilarly, 
Lawrence (4) notes that trees and 
shrubs are not very effective in reduc
ing noise. He tates that in dense forest 
an overa ll reduction of noise in the 
neighborhood of 7 dB/30 met~rs, was 
noted. However, it was also noted that 
within the first 30 m from the sound 
sour~e there was some sou nd ampli
fi cation at about 1000 Hi' A con
clusion was drawn tha t a single line 
of shrubs or trees would have a very 
small sound attentuation effect. Noise 
attentuation in forests has been measur
ed also by Emb leton (3) and Wiener 
and Keast (6). The purpose of this 

work was to investigate the effective
ness of several well estab lished and 
common Iy grown hedges as reducers 
of sound emanating from a common 
source, i.e. lawn mower. 

Sound results from vibrations at a 
source creating varia tions in air pressure 
tran milled through the atmosphere to 
the ear. The normal human ear can 
detect these vibrations occurring at 
frequencies between 25 and 15 000 
cycles per second (cps). The comm~n l y 
u ed unit of mea ure of the intensity 
of so~nd is the decibel (dB), where 
dB 0 IS on the threshold of hearing by 
the most sensitive of human cars and 
a ~ound level of 140 dB is intensely 
painful. To measure the sound intensity 
a H .H. Scott Sound Levrl Meter model 
-40-B was used. This ins~rument 
registers the sound pressul-e levels in 
dB's above 0.0002 dynes/cm 2 RMS 
(root-mean-square) pressure. The meter 
was set at ASA standard frequency 
response curve C, flat respon~e from 
60 to 8000 cps. 

The source of sound in th is ex
periment was a 2-stroke 21-inch rotary 
lawn mower with a constant speed of 
3200 revolutions per minute (rpm). 
The atmospheric conditions at the 
time of testi ng under a cloudy sky 
were: temperature 25 0 C relative 
humidity 58%, wind 5 mph from W, 
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barometric pressure 1003.0 millibars 
at an altitude of 79 meters above sea 
level. 

The hedges, located on the campus 
of the Contral Experimental Farm, 
Ottawa, has been planted in NS di
rection. Only those without gaps and 
with branches reach ing the gro L1nd 
were chosen to be tested, they were 
clipped, hea lthy, disease and insect
free. The sound leve l meter was placed 
at a distance of 1.0 meter above the 
ground level (turf cut at approx. 5 
cm height), and 6.0 meters from the 
source of sound on the W side of the 
hedge (with the hedge to be tested in 
between the meter and source of 
sound). The sound source (lawn 
mower) was at ground level. 

The hedges (Table 1) were rather 
ineffective as sound barriers and re
duced sound by not more than 2dB's 
at the best. There were no differences 
between evergreen and deciduous 
plants. It appears that most of the 
reduction in noise level, little as it was, 
occurs if and when the hed'ges are ta ll 
and thick, i.e. Syringa josikaea, S. 
villosa, or S. amurel1sis japonica. In 
these cases the sound waves may be 
not only absorbed by the hedges, but 
also deflected over and away from the 
sound meter . The relatively small 
number of hedges tested and small 
differences (in dB) obtained does not 
permit a calcu lation of a correlation 
between the thickness, height or kind 
of hedge and the noise attenuation. 
This 1s not surprising since in dense 
evergreen forests of eastern Maine (3) 
the attenuation of sound was also 
very small at on ly 3dB per 30 meters. 
This work supports the views expressed 
by previous investigators (2, 3, 4, 6) 
that hedges are rather ineffective as 
sound barriers. 
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TO FRUIT OR NOT TO FRUIT 

No fruit on apricots? Apricoll; 
bloom very early. One of the causes 
of low or no {ruit set may be spring 
frost. Another cause could be the lack 
of pollination. Apricots are pollinated 
by bees and other insects. Apricot 
trees need a different variety for cross 
pollination. A branch of a seedling 
apricot in full bloom placed in a jar 
of water beside your apricot tree while 
it is in bloom may he lp to give you a 
good crop. 
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IT'S VALUES AND LIMITS 

Grafting and Budding 
JOHN WALKER 

The new fruit varieties ari se either 
fro m seeds, as new seed lings, or as 
mutations sometimes cal led bud sports. 
The fo rmer are the produ ct of sex ual 
reproduction and for mation of seeds, 
while th e latte r result fro m a change 
occurring in the normal body or plant 
ce ll s. This change may be in outline or 
color of fo liage, frui t or stem. 

Two methods by whi ch new 
var ie ties are produced from seeds are 
recognized: 1) by open or chance 
pollination where maternal paren t onl y 
is known, and 2) by contro ll ed or 
se lective polli nation where both 
paternal and maternal parents are 
known. 

Bud sports or changes in body cell s 
occur in nature, but th ro ugh treat
men t of plants wi th X-Ray, colchi cine, 
etc., the process can be acce lerated. 

On ce new varie ties have been 
thoroughly tes ted, pl ans are made to 
increase and make availab le to the 
public those considered su per ior in 
some respect to varieties usual ly re
commended. Pieces of branches or 
stems from the new se lecti on must 
be used for its increase, a process 
kn own as vegetative or asex ual repro
duction. 

It is here that the practices of 
Grafting and Budd ing enter in to the 
picture, the topic slated for di scussion 
at this ti me. 

To better understand the proced ures 
of grafting and budd ing brief defi-

nitions or descr ip tio!')S of various terms 
used are given, not necessaril y to be 
considered in order of importance. 

PROPAGATION TERMINOLOGY: 

SC ION GRAFT ING, which involves 
the use of short stem, known as a 
scion (cion), may be analysed on basis 
of position and/o r type of cut: 

1. ON ROOT (or root piece): 
spoken of as bench grafting; mater ial 
must be ava ilab le in wi nter - pack in 
peat-moss, wrap in polyethylene and 
store in cool place . 

2. ON CROWN near ground level; 
intermediate stock (s tem piece) or new 
vari ety may be inser ted. 

3. ON BRANCH ES by top worki ng 
in whi ch severe cutting back is 
practised, or by fra me worki ng in 
wh ich grafti ng is carr ied out at end of 
bra nches; ear ly bearing may be expect
ed fro m the latter. 

When the wood (cambium and 
xy lem) is involved the type of grafti ng 
used may be CLEFT, WH IP and 
TONG UE, SIDE or STU B. 

When the bark (camb ium and 
phloem) is involved a single bud wi ll 
be used - spoken of as BUD GRAFT
ING or BUDD ING . In Shield or "T" 
buddi ng bark must "sli p" readil y, bu t 
in Jones or Ch ip budd ing th i's is not 
necessary. Patch budding is employed 
for nut trees. 
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BUD STICK - shoot of current 
season's growth contai ning we ll -
matured buds. 

CALLUS - parenchyma or thi n
wa lled ce ll s which develop on both 
stock and scion (formation of new' 
wood tissue is more desirable). 

COM PATIBILITY - ability to unite 
or affinity between stock and scion. 
A strong (long-lasting) and healthy 
union forms provided other conditions 
and techniques are favorable; tissues 
are simi lar in make-u p, behaviour and 
rate of growth; usual ly exists between 
varieties of same species. 

SC ION (cion) - mature stem of one
year wood (best), and constitutes the 
portion of a grafted plant ABOV E the 
graft union . 

STOCK (u nderstock, root stock) -
whole root (or piece) in bench grafting 
and root and stem (s) or branch (es) in 
top or frame-working. Its age may vary 
but it constitutes the portion of a 
grafted plant BELOW the graft union. 

REASONS FOR GRAFTING 

Grafting (budding) is the art of 
joining parts of plants together in such 
a manner that they wi ll unite and 
continue to grow as one plant. There 
must be compatibility between them 
for the union to take place; ge nera ll y 
closely-related botanically. 

Grafting is a means of increase that 
does not involve the use ,of seeds. 
Identity and valuable characteristics 
of a variety would be lost if in<;rease is 
attempted by the use of seeds. 

Other important values of grafting 
are: 

1. It constitutes a rapid means of 
increasing plants of a particular 
variety. 
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2. By topworking (topgrafting), a 
poor qaul ity tree may be made to 
produce good qua lity fruit. 

3. Grafted trees may be expected 
to bear frui t early as compared with 
fruit bearing by a seedling. 

4. It provides a means of hastening 
the fruit bearing of a seedli ng, (graft 
branch on to a mature tree). 

5. Growth hab it of a variety (vigor, 
heigh t, spread) may be changed by 
the influence of root-stock, (c lonal). 

6. Pol lination deficiencies may be 
overcome by grafting on the tree a 
few branches of a suitab le and efficient 
variety. 

7. Damage by machinery, rabbits, 
etc., to tree trun k may be re paired by 
br idge-grafting, (in April or May - if 
half bark area destroyed). 

8. As an item of interest, many 
var ieties of fruit may be produced on 
a single tree. 

For experimenta l studies clonal 
(vegetative) rootstocks are desirab le. 
Under field conditions this is particu
larly important otherw ise variability 
due to soil var iability is coupled with, 
and augmented by, variability intro
duced by seed ling (rootstock) variabi li 
ty. To overcome so me of the variability 
just mentioned an intermediate stock 
may be introduced . 

DETAI LS ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS 

From reading and experie nce yo u 
are no doubt aware ' that grafting is 
practised with dicotyledonous plants. 
For a graft or union to be successfu l a 
wide surface of the actively-dividing 
cel ls of the CAM BI UM layer of both 
stock and sc ion must be in close 
contact. The length of cambial surface 
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is governed by care in preparing stock 
and scion ror grafting. If stock and 
scion are unequal in size {diameter}, 
wh ich they may be in Whip and 
Tongue grafting, the cambium layers 
on one side only should be matched. 

Grafting should be schedu led so that 
temperature and other conditions are 
favorable for cell division and 
formation of callus tissue (45 degrees 
F. to 90 degrees F). Callus formation 
alone is not enough to make a good 
union. Ce ll s become inter locked to 
give a continuous cambium ring; 
tissues do not mix: Water and plant 
nutr ients are transported from stock to 
scion when union is complete. 

Scions to be used for spring grafting, 
and bench grafting in winter, must be 
collected in the fall after there has 
been some cold weather . At that time 
the normal rest period will be broken 
but the likelihood of injury from cold 
or loss of moisture will be negligible. 
Scions should be stored during winter 
near the freez ing point and preferably 
kept wrapped in polyethylene. Scions 
must be kept dormant until grafting 
has been completed . 

A terminal bud is necessary on 
scion to insure new growth of the 
scion. Stocks must be in active growth 
for grarting and budding - exception 
bench grafting. For budding the bark 
of stock plant must " slip" easily. In 
the nursery row stock planls may need 
watering to insure satisfactory results 
and the conditioning of seedling stock 
plants by hilling stems with soil is an 
essential preparatory step (soften bark 
tissue) . 

Various materials are available for 
securing grafts and buds; n a r row 
rubber bands can be used to hold grafts 
and buds in place. Ties should be 
waxed except in budding. This step 
provides added insurance that graft 
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unions may be successful by preventing 
stock and scion from dying out and 
by excluding diseases while the union 
is forming. With most plants, thorough 
waxing of the graft union, and thereby 
retaining the natural moisture of the 
tissues, is all that is required to pro
vide the necessary humidity level or 
moisture content. 

When using root pieces in bench 
grafting their polarity, or alignment as 
to upper or lower end, must be noted. 
Successfu l grafts may be obtai ned if 
the root piece is reversed , but the flow 
of nutrients to root from scion will be 
restricted and eventual death of the 
root piece will result. 

Time required for unions to take 
place will vary ' according to species 
and other factors. For example, in the 
budding of roses on multiflora stock 
two weeks may be sufficient but 
material must be carefully and p;'oper
Iy prepared and other factors favor
able. 

The selection and use of the most 
suitable stock is very important. This 
is necessary for the con ti n u i ng hea l th 
and growth of scion. Effects operate 
both ways but the influence of stock 
on scion is most evident - we can on ly 
guess at the condition of the rootstock. 

MAGGOTS IN CURRANTS 

Tired ol having tiny white maggots 
ol the currant lruit fly inside your 
currants and gooseberries ? Discolored 
blotches 011 the side ol the lruit and 
prematurely ripened berries Ihal fall 
to the ground announce their presence. 
You ean prevent Ihis by spraying with 
lour teaspoons ol Diaz inon 12-1/2% 
E.C. pel' gallon of waleI' when 80% of 
Ihe lruit has set. After lruit is set, use 
Derris (Rotenone) as a dust 01' spray. 
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MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE IN MANITOBA 
Dr. J . H. Ell is - $6.00 
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Our legacy of the past in agriculture is depicted in detail in Professor 
Ellis' fine book "Ministry of Agriculture in Manitoba". It is a proud 
record of achievement by the Ministry, and provides an unique 
reference work for agriculturists, high school students, and those 
rural and urban citizens who are interested in the effects of past, 
present, and future agricultural development on Manitoba farm 
lands, the countryside in general, and most importantly, on farm
raised boys and girls. 

HORTICULTURAL HORIZONS 
Dr. Frank L. Ski nner - $5.00 

This colorfully illustrated book is a record of Dr. Skinner's 70 
years of breeding work at Dropmore, Manitoba, with information 
on hardy and adaptable plants, and includes his own experiences 
and practical advice for the amateur gardener. 

Wr itten in the first person, this absorbing book tells how a 
young pioneer lad from Scotland came to love plants and growing 
things, and his desire to make the northern prairies bloom. In his 
lifetime he was recognized internationally as an outstanding botanist, 
horticulturist and plant breeder and was honoured many t imes for 
his efforts. 

THESE TWO BOOKS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM: 
Publication Section 

Manitoba Department of Agricu lture 
713 Norquay Bu ild ing, 

Winn ipeg, Manitoba, R3G OP8 
Phone 946-7801 

HUNTING FOR PLANT TREASURES? 

Miniature Roses, Alpines, Ornamental Shrubs, Dwarf Conifers. 

MINIATURE GARDENS 

12808 - 104 ST., EDMONTON , ALTA., CANADA 
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The Tree Surgeon 
A. BUCHWA LD 

The age of specialization has touch
ed every part of our society. Recently 
I had tree trouble, a bea utifu l large oak 
was dyi ng, and I immediately ca ll ed a 
tree surgeon. 

At first he did n't want to come. 
" I'm sorry, I don't make house ca ll s," 
he explained. 

"Then I' ll cut down th e tree and 
bri ng it in to your office," I cr ied 
hysterica lly. 

" Don't pan ie, I' ll come over." 
Three days later he ar rived. He 

walked over to the oak and shook his 
head. He touched the trun k once 
looked up at the bra nches and sa id; 

"You have a very sick tree here." 
" I know it. Wha t can you do to 

save it?" 
" I don't like the look of those 

lower limbs." 
"Neither do I," I sa id. "What can 

you do about the limbs?" 
" I'm not a limb man," the tree 

su rgeon explained . " I onl y do general 
trunk work." 

" Do yo u know of a good limb 
man?" 

" I know of one and I onl y hope 
fo r your sake he's ava ilable. That will 
be $25, please." 

A few days la ter the limb man came. 
He was all business. 

"You've got two broken limbs and 
a wou~d oli your mai n bra nch. Also, I 
dont like those stub lesions which are 
bleeding sap." 

" Do whatever has to be done" I 
said. ' 

" I can' t touch the limbs until we 
heal the lesions." 

"Then hea l them." 
" I'm not a stub lesion expert. I' ll 

gi ve you the name of one. When he 
gets fin ished, I'll come back and work 
on the limbs. That will be $50, please." 

The stub lesion surgeon arr ived and 
worked for 20 minu tes . Th en he said 
"Your tree is sufferi ng from malnu ~ 
trition. I t has to be fed." 

"Feed it," I begged, "and don't 
worry about the cost. " 

" I don 't reed trees," he said i n
dignan tl y. "You need a root man for 
tha t." 

"You don't know of a root man 
do you?" I asked. ' 

"There's one out in Chevy Chase . 
I'll see if I can get him to come. That 
will be $75." 

A week later the root man arrived 
with his drill and starte'd operati ng on 
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the oa k. He poured nouri shment in to 
the ground near the roo ts. 

"Will it be all ri ght?" I asked hi m. 
"The well you have around the tree 

is much too small. You 're strangling it. 
I can give it all the food in the wor ld 
and it won 't do any good if the tree 
can't ge t any air or wate r." 

"Th en why did you feed it?" I 
as ked. 

"You to ld me to," he replied. 
" I don't suppose you have any

thing to do with tree we ll s?" I asked . 
"I should hope not. You have to 

get a stonemason to do YOll r work. No 
tree surgeon wi II touch a we II ." 

"That's what I thought ." 
I finall y fo und a stonemason who 

agreed to bu ild a well around the tree 
fo r $400. It took him two days to do 
it and when he f inall y fi n ished he 
said , "You know, mister, you got a 
real sick tree there." 

" I know it," I sa id . 
" I t 's none of my busi ness, but if I 

was you I'd get myse lf a good tree 
surgeon." 

F ree Press 3 . 11 . 73 

TIRED GOOSEBERRIES 

Are your gooseberry bushes ge tting 
tired? Is the y ield down and are the 
berries smaller? Prune out most o f the 
wood that is older than three years. 
Leave about three stems of three year 
old, three or four stems of two year 
old and four stems of one year old 
wood per bush. Do the pruning before 
leafing out in spring. Apply about six 
inches of good old barnyard manure 
around the bush. This·should rejuvenate 
your tired gooseberry bush. 
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WHEN DOGS DESTROY 
YOUR FLOWER BEDS 
AND CATS TEAR ALL 

YOUR PLANTS TO 
SHREDS 

DON'T GET MAD 

GET JCUlf-t/L 
PET REPELLENTS 

AND TRAINING AIDS. 
Now in three long lasting form s. 
TWIST-ONS, PELLETS AND 

RUB -STIK. 
Sold By Lawn & Garden 

Dealers. 
Western Representative 

Dick Robinson 
5765 BUC KINGHAM AVENUE 

BUR NABY 1. B.C. 

PROGRESS WITH 
STEMBUILDERS 

Growingapples on stem builders was 
a success at the Morden Research 
Station. The Manitoba Dep artment of 
Agriculture has several co-operators 
who are using this technique. The 
indications point to success. I f you 
wish to know more about stembuilders, 
read Mr. Herman Temmerman 's article 
on this subjec t in the 1969 Prairie 
Garden. 
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Insect Control 

on Trees and Shrubs 
ANDY KOLACH 

Presence of insects on trees is usual
ly detected by defoliation, skeleton
izing or curling of leaves, or lack of 
vigor. I nsects such as the forest tent
caterpi llar and fall cankerworm de
fo liate trees by eating the entire 
foliage. Pear slugs and leaf miners will 
cause a ske letonizing effect on leaves. 
Aphids will cause leaves to curl and 
usually can only be detected by un
ravelling the leaves. Leaf miners, as the 
name suggests, create a mined-out 
effect on the leaves. It is at the first 
sign of any of these symptoms that 
insects are suspected, and should be 
identified promptly and control 
measures employed . 

The aforementioned insects are not 
the only pests of trees by far but 
perhaps, especially in the past few 
years, have been of greates't concern 
to back yard gardeners on the prairies 
because of high populations of the 
respective species and the amount of 
damage caused. Each species has its 
own peculiar behaviour and life 
history and this knowledge can be 
used to control effectively the pest 
before serious tree damage occurs. 

The forest tent caterpillar is a bluish
black hairy caterpillar which feeds on 
poplar, apple and other deciduous 
trees. The tiny caterpillars emerge out 
of egg bands laid the previous summer 

on termina l branches. The egg bands 
remain on the tree over winter carrying 
the tiny caterpillars. After developing 
into mature caterpillars, usually by the 
end of June, a transformation into the 
cocoon stage occurs. The adult moth 
emerges usually in July , and during 
outbreak years can be seen in huge 
numbers. The moths mate and lay their 
eggs during mid summer. 

Slide 1 

Removal of the egg bands from 
trees in the fall; preferably after leaves 
have dropped and when they are mor.e 
easily seen, will prevent the infestation 
the fo llowing spring. This would be 
more practical on smaller trees. An 
infestation of forest tent-caterpillars 
in the spring can be controlled by 
spraying either malathion, methoxy
ch lor, or diazinon at label rates. To 
protect beneficial pollinators, fruit 
trees should be sprayed prior to 
blossom. 

The fa ll cankerworm is a green to 
brown colored smooth caterpillar hav
ing a distinct looping manner of crawl
ing. I t also characteristical ly drops on 
a silken thread when disturbed. The 
tiny cankerworms emerge from egg 
masses laid on trees the previous fall. 
The cankerworms feed on most decidu-
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(1) Egg band s o f forest tent-ca terpill ar. 

ous trees and, when mature, drop to 
the soil to pupate. The adult moths 
emerge from the soil in the fall., usually 
after the first frost, and continue lay
ing eggs until wintery weather arrives. 

Egg laying of the fall cankerworm 
can be prevented by banding trees 
with sticky compounds just prior to 
emergence of the moths in the fall. 
One such compound commonly avail
ab le is called tree tanglefoot. The 
banding is most suitable for large 
specimen trees, and is eff.ecti~e when 
properly applied and mall1tall1ed be
cause the adu lt female cankerworm 
moths are wingless and must crawl 
up tree trunks, where they are trapped 
by the band applied there. 

Slide 2 

Where banding is not employed 
and an infestation develops in the 
spring, trees can be sprayed with sevin, 
malathion or methoxychlor at label 
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rates, preferably before any serious 
leaf damage occurs. Directions for 
using these insecticides are always 
explicitly given on container labels. 

Pear slugs are dark green, slug-like, 
slime covered larvae of sawflies which 
feed mainly on leaves of cotoneaster, 
plum and cherry. The larvae remain 
overwinter in cocoons and transform 
into pupae in the spring. The adult 
sawfl ies emerge to lay their eggs on 
leaves of trees and shrubs. The larvae 
hatch feed until mature, and drop to 
the s~iI to transform into a cocoon for 
the winter. 

Slide 3 

Control of pear slugs should be 
employed as soon as an infestation is 
detected usually when a slight brown
ing of the leaves is noticed . Malathion 
at labe l rates is effective and should 
be applied in sufficient water for good 
f 01 iar coverage. 
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(2) Defoliation caused by fall canker
worm. 

(3) Pear slug on cotoneaster . 
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There are many types of leaf miner 
insects on different kinds of trees. The 
larvae stage of leaf miners feeds within 
the outer and inner surfaces of leaves, 
and each one causes a characteristic 
type of mine in the leaf. There are 
leaf mining moths, flies, wasps and 
beetles with many species of each, but 
a leaf miner insect can generally be 
detected by the characteristic mini ng 
out of the leaf tissue. 

One of the best insecticides to use 
for leaf miners is dimethoate (Cygon 
or Rogor) which is a systemic insecti
cide. Dimethoate is generally applied 
as a spray but can also be more easily 
painted directly from the bottle on 
to the trunk of some trees. More 
explicit directions for using dimethoate 
are on the label. 

Ther-e are many species. of aphids 
wh ich can be f ou nd on trees. Aside 
from damagi ng leaves directly, aphids 
secrete honeydew which can be of 
considerable nuisance, particularly on 
cars parked under infested trees. 
Unique to aphids is the ability to 
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reproduce parthenogenetically, that is, 
birth to living you ng. Under favorab le 
hot weather, aphids can multiply 
extremely quickly to become serious 
pests in onl y a few days. Both adult 
and immature aphids feed by sucking 
out plant sap from the leaves, causing 
leaves to curl, discolor and eventually 
die. Aphids overwinter in the egg 
stage. 

Control of aphids can be achieved 
with malathion, diazinon or dime
thoate app lied as foliage sprays. For 
some trees, dimethoate can be applied 
as a tree trunk, paint-on band. 

There are many more insect pests 
on trees which, if conditions become 
right, can become numerous enough 
to cause damage and justify the effort 
and expense of chemical control. By 
watching trees regularly, an insect 
infestation can 'usually be detected in 
time to apply an insecticide to preve nt 
a potential eyesore. There is a good 
se lection of insecticides, and the ones 
suggested here are only a few of those 
that are available that can be used. 

WHAT IISunshine" Peat Moss 
can do for you ... 

• Areate clay soils by retarding dry ing and hardening 

• Give body to sandy soil - prevent rapid drainage 

• Retain soil moisture - save repeated waterings 

• Stores up fertilizer for slow release 

Stimulate root growth - and provide humus 

Ask for Sunshine Brand 
Canadian Sphagnum Peat Moss 

The World 's Finest Soil Conditioner 
L-___________ ___ _________________ --' 
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Roses 

G. A. SMITH 

Nearly everyone loves roses, their 
variety, coloring and beauty, are a 
delight, but many people feel they are 
too del icate to grow on the prairies. 
They are not as difficult to grow, 
however, as most people make out, 
in fact they are relatively easy to 
grow if a few basic rules are followed. 

First, thoroughly prepare the soil 
by double digging to 12 or 24 inches, 
putting the subsoil on top and the 
good soil in the root Lone. The soil" 
should be modi fied by the use of 
liberal amounts of farmyard manure 
or, if it is not available, peat moss at 
approximately one bushel to 8 or 10 
sq. ft. and adding a handful of 11.48.0 
or 16.20.0 fertilizer and mixing well 
will suffice. 

Secondly, when buying your rose 
stocks, only buy first class ma terial and 
don't wait for sales - you get what 
you pay for. Check and keep the 
roots moist, for if they dry you have 
lost the plant. 

When planting, dig a hole twice as 
large as the root system and sprinkle 
a handful of 11.48.0 fertilizer in the 
hole and incorpora te it into the lower 
spit, if it is properly incorporated it 
will not burn the fibrous roots. Make 
a cone of soil in the bottom of the 
hole, and place the plan t on top of it 
and arrange the roots carefully, adjust 
the cone so that the graft union is 
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about three inches below ground level 
- for added insura ce against the 
prairie winters. Prune all weak canes 
out, and head back all the other canes 
to three or four buds, making cuts 
at a 45 0 angle above an outward 
pointing bud. Put more soil over the 
roots and jiggle the plant gently to 
al low the soil particles to infiltrate 
the root system, firm and add more 
soi l, leaving a slight depression for 
holding water. Soak thoroughly, and 
after the water has receded, hill up 
the soil around the plant. This protects 
the canes from late frost and drying 
winds. 

Now, sit back and wait for the 
leaves to unfold , then start spraying 
or dusting every ten days with the 
recommended chem icals, which are 
usual ly ava il ab le from garden center's, 
hardware stores, and possibly drug 
store . 

With the development of the green 
buds you begin to anticipate the 
glorious colors of the high centered 
and perfumed blooms. Was it worth 
it? Of course, and already you are 
beginning to plan an increase in your 
rose garden for next year . 

Duri ng the hot weather in July, 
roses benefit from a mulch. First, 
clean up the weeds and loosen the soil 
around the bushes, then soak the 
area thoroughly. Some 27.14.0 fert· 
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ilizer can be added, using a handful 
between two or three plants. Cover 
the ground with a 2· inch layer of old 
manure peat moss or grass clippings, 
these c~n later be dug into the build 
up of the so il. 

Many ways have been tried to keep 
the more tender roses over winter. 
Straw, peat moss, soil, leaves and 
sawdust have been used to cover the 
plants but none appear to have given 
100 percent success. Discuss protection 
with your Rose Society, neighbours, 
and try yo ur own ideas. I f you are 
successful, let us and other rose 
growers know about it. 

Do not forget to use mouse bait if 
needed. 

VARIETIES 

Some varieties do better in some 
areas than in others, but given correct 
treatment most of them will give good 
results. 

Some Shrub Roses for the prairies 
(these do not require winter protection 
and the newer varieties have a much 
longer bloom ing period). 

Cuthbert Grant 
Theresa Bugnet 
Isabella Skinner 
Louis Bugnet 
Prairie Dawn 
Martin Frobesher 

Dark Red 
Pin k 
Pink 
White 
Deep Salmon 
Pink 

Hybrid Perpetuals are also worthy 
of tria l, and they require the same 
sort of winter protection as the Hybrid 
Teas. 

Mrs. John Laing 
George Arends 
F.K. Druski 
Queen of the Violets 
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Polyantha Orange Triumph 
Hybrid Teas Peace, Queen 

Elizabeth, J. S. 
Armstrong, and 
others you may 

Half Hardy 
Shrub Roses 

PRUNING 

wish to try. 
Dornroeschen 
and Seafoam. 

Shrub Roses - These on ly require 
the removal of dead or diseased cane 
in the spring for the first two or three 
years. As the shrub gets older, how
ever, remove the older briars to 
encourage the development of new 
wood. Keep the center open, when
ever possible cutting out the old briars 
to ground level, and clean out old 
leaves and other debris. 

Hybrid Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals 
- If mother nature has not already 
pruned them to ground level, clean out 
the center and prune back the weak 
growing plants to three or four buds. 
Up to 12 inches of cane can be left 
on the strong growers such as the 
Peace and the Hybrid Perpetuals. 

A fter all th is, on Iy two blooms per 
plant will be enough to encourage 
you further. 

Happy Rose Growing! 

FERNCLIFF GARDENS, HATZIC, B.C. 

GLADIOLUS, DAHLIAS, PEONIES, IRISES 
Early varieties a specialty - Send for cata logue 
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Primulas in Edmonton 
PAT SEYMOUR 

Primula on· the Prairies? Ridicu
lous! No, not really; many . Primulas 
have been grown successfully over the 
past ten years at the Botanic Garden 
of the University of Alberta 
Ed .. ' monton. They vary in many 
respects: 

Size: from white to yellow, to orange 
pink, red-purp le and a near bfue. ' 

Situation: from Rock garden to 
Border to Bog garden. 

Flowering: from late April to mid
August - Many are scented. The one 
factor that would appear to be 
essential is constant snow cover - at 
the Botanic Garden all the border and 
bog Primulas are where they are 
protected by snow all winter. 

PROPAGATION 

Sow inside in January - February 
in 4" pots. Water well, then freeze 
for a week - either outside or in 
deep-freeze. Bring in and keep as cool 
as possible - around 55 - 600 F i be t. 
Germination should begin in 4 - 6 
weeks. When large enough to handle 
put in 3" pots or peat pots. Plant out 
as soon as danger of frost is over. 

DIVISION 

Established p,lants can all be divided 
immediately after flowering provided 
that they are kept well watered until 
new growth has become well 
establ i hed. 

ROCK GARDEN TYPES 

Sunny, between stones. Best of this 
group is Primula auricula. 6", heads of 
yellow scented flowers from mid-May 
to mid-June. Also available in white 
to purple. Very hardy. Primula illtegri
folia and Primula glaucescens, both 
smaller 4" editions of Primula auricula 
but purple, flowering in May. 

BORDER TYPES 

Well dug, well manured, lots of peat 
or leaf mold, but not where roots will 
be too wet. Some hade advisable. 
Will do well in shelter of but not 
under, shrubs. 

Primliia veris "Cowslip", small 
yellow scented flowers in clusters on 
6" - 9" stems flowering in May-June. 

Primula veris hybrids "Polyanthus" 
shades of white, yellow, pink, red, and 
a blue-purple - in large clusters on 9" 
stems. Will even produce a few flowers 
in the early fall. Divide every 2 years 
to keep in good health . May-J une 
flowering. 

Primula denticulata, one of earl iest 
to bloom. White or purple, round 
clusters of flowers or stems that 
eventually reach l' - 2', strong grower. 

BOG TYPES 

These love damp rich soil well 
dug with lots of peat and some manure. 
Keep well watered all summer. Will 
do well on west or northwe t aspect 
with some protection from strong sun. 
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Heigh t of flower stem depends on 
amount of watering. Two groups: 

(a) Sikkimensis - These have scent
ed flowers in terminal clusters on 1-2' 
stems. 

Primula sikkimensis - Pale yellow 
moisture loving. 12" - T8". June-July. 
Has red and gold forms. 

Primula ulpicola - three forms, 
alba-white, luna-yellow and violacea
purple. 2' stems, larger flowers than 
sikkimensis aboot 1" across, late June 
early August. 

Primula jlorindae - the giant 
among the one that we grow. Yellow, 
large clusters of up to 40 flowers on 3' 
stems in July - early August. Strong 
grower, also a copper coloured form. 
Self own at Botanic Garden. Seed 
heads and stems useful for dried 
flower arrangements! 
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(b) Candelabra group. These have 
flowers in successive whorls on 2'-3' 
stems. 

Primula bulleyalla hybrids -
yellow - orange - orange red. One of 
the best - flowers mid June - ear ly 
August. 2 - 3'. 

Primula cockbumiana - bright 
orange smaller than most. Up to 2'. 
Flowers June - July . Good in associ
ation with Primula alpicola violacea. 
Very late appearing. 

Primula Inshriach hybrids -
yellow, orange, to pink shades - mid
June early August. 

The above is just a selection. We 
have up to 100 species and varieties 
at the Botanic Garden. Come and see 
them! If in Edmonton phone 432-3248 
or 432-3484 for time of opening. 
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Caleeolarias 
D. R. ROBINSON 

La t year a kind friend gave us a 
plant of the herbaceous form of 
calceolaria. A few week later it 
bloomed and, to our delight, it 
continued to bloom for almost two 
month. The conditions under which 
thi plant was grown were not ideal, 
however, it was not expo ed to 
bright sunlight and room tempera
ture was about 700 F. The pouch
shaped flowers of the calceolaria 
are very dainty of a yellow color 
heavily spotted with brown. Several 
strain are available in the trade and 
the colors range through yellow, 
orange and red. This flower is of len 
called the slipper plant; the generic 
name "ca/ceo/aria" comes from the 
lati n "calceo/lIs" for lipper. 

To a large extent the common 
form of ca lceolaria is propagated 
from seed and several hybrid strains 
are menti oned in the literature. 
There docs seem to be. some d i f
ference of opinion with respec t to 
nomenclature, however, the herba
ceous form is commonl y referred 
to a C. li erbeoliybrida. 

We have had reasonable success 
propagating thi s house pl ant from 
stem cuttings placed in water . Like
wise, good results have been ob tain
ed with cuttings by using a rooting 
med ium made up of eq ual parts by 
volume of peat and sharp sa nd . 
Two precautions are nece sary, (a) 
the rooting medium should not be 
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kept soaking wet, and (b) the 
temperature should be kept between 
55 and 600 F if possible. Further
more, temperatures in thi range 
are most suitable for calceolarias 
when in bloom. Li kewise, an ea t 
window or diffused light is much 
preferred for well grown plants and 
care must be taken to avoid over
watering. 

We have not tried growing 
calceolarias from seed at home. 
However, this method of propa
gation is most commonly recom
mended. The eed is very small and 
care must be taken as regal'ds eed
ing and watering. A ~oil mixture 
of approximately equal pal'! by 
volume of sand, peat and loam 
oil is generally used. The mixture 
hould be sterili zed, then, after 

placing in the flat or other 
container, the soi l mixture i firmed 
and levelled. The seeds arc own 
on the surface and not covered with 
any additional soil. A cool location, 
55 to 600 F, is important for seed 
germination . Good air circulation, 
keeping th e soi l surface on the dry 
side and the carefu l usc of fungicides 
should avo id trouble from damping 
off. When the seed lings arc large 
enough to handle they should be 
transplanted to individual con
tainers. Here, the pOlling mixture 
will contain more soil in relation 
to the sand. A moderately low 

temperature, as indicated above, i 
important and care must be taken 
not to overwater. 

In our opini on this fine hou e 
pl ant has been underrated. With 

newer facilities (fluorescent lights, 
fungicides for disease control, etc.) 
the calceolaria could be grown more 
commonly than it is today. 

hortul 
layS· 

Three Easy to Grow Dark Corner House Plants 
that will do well under conditions where most other 
plants would perish : 

Snake Plant - (Sanseviera). Survives dim light and little moisture. Leaves 
are nake-l ike, usual ly hori zontally zigzagged with grayish wh ite or pale green 
stripes. . 

Cast Iron Plant - (Aspidistra). It will grow to about three feet tall bearing 
handsome arching leaves 15 to 30 inches long and three to four inches wide. Will 
stand low light, heat, co ld and drafts . 

Japenese aucuba - (Aucuba). Will reach a he ight of three feet or more with 
four to six inch glistening green oval leaves. Some varietie~ have yellow varie
gations. Will tolerate low light, cold and drafts. 
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What to do with Flowers 
MAUREEN SCHWANKE 

I grew up in cities. It was only 
after reaching maturity , more or less, 
that I deserted the concrete and moved 
to the country. Now if there 's one 
thing that's noticeable in the country 
it's that there are a lot of things 
growing. Even my urban mind took in 
the fact that greenery was abundant. 
I immediately identified trees and 
grass but it did not occur to me that 
there might be other things as well. 

And then I went on a trip to 
Churchill, Manitoba last year. I went 
for a walk outside of town to look 
around. Through a break in the clouds 
of mosquitoes· I could see that there 
were no trees and no grass. Then what 
was on the ground? A closer look 
showed me moss and lichens, but 
bes ides these were bright colours 
scattered everywhere: flowers, I finally 
discovered . I squished over the moss 
and lichens and found whi te flowers 
and yellow flowers, purple, violet and 
pink flowers. All very small and close 
to the ground, but all exquisite. 

The only pl ace I had noticed flowers 
before was in people's houses, in little 
pots. When I got back home' from 
Churchill, I went for a walk in the 
woods. Now I am very fond of trees 
and grass, but this time I ignored these 
prolific plants and looked carefully at 
the ground. Eventually I saw a very 
small purplish sort of flower. I stopped 
and tudied it. It had a vague 
resemblance to the African violets I 

had seen, so I thought it must be a wild 
violet. I was so thrilled by my discovery 
I thought I ough,t to do something 
about it. Pick the flower maybe? Or 
put it in a little pot and take it in the 
house? 

As I gazed appreciatively at the 
delicate colour it finally occurred to 
me that it was not necessary to do 
anyth ing at al l. I would leave it where 
it was and I could come back and it 
would be there. My untutored mind 
grasped the fact that it was growing 
in that particular spot because the 
conditions were right for it and I also 
noticed that it was more beautiful 
there in the woods than it would be on 
a windowsi ll. 

Admiration led to curiosity and a 
desire to learn more. I bought a book, 
"Wild Plants of the Canadian Prairies," 
by Archibald C. Budd and Ke ith F, 
Best. The authors are Canadians and 
the book is publ ished by the Queen's 
Printer. There are abo ut 1200 species 
of plants described in the book, among 
them 14 kinds of violets. Of these, six 
are described as being various shades 
of purple. Since it was im possible to 
identify it by the colour alone, I visited 
the mysterious violet again and this 
time I took a sketch book . I carefully 
drew the whole plant, stems, leaves, 
shape of petals, and then consul ted my 
book again. From my unscientific 
research, I find that the delicate plant 
is rather inelegantly named the hairy 

blue violet. 
Thereafter I began to notice wi Id

flowers practically everywhere. Wild 
roses and bellflowers in the woods, 
daisy fleabanes on the creekbank, wild 
morning-glories in the marsh, masses of 
fireweed in a ditch . Each find is a' 
rediscovery of pure beauty . 

The marvellous thing to me is that 
they grow all by themselves. No labour 
is required on my part, no digging, 
planting, weeding. I don't have to 
worry about watering them too much 
or too little, or feeding them, or 
whether to put them in a south window 
or a north window. All I have to do is 
go ou tside and look for them. 

IicwM 
4AU! ;;d t:....J 

/'(J-L't;..../.....lIJ 

~?j~ 

I had thought that I would like to 
photograph flowers. However, an 
ordinary camera wa not too satis
factory as I couldn't get very close to 
the plant. Then I was introduced to a 
camera with a macro len s, which allows 
shots as close up as you cern gel. With 
this fascinating lens you can have a 
picture of a pistil if you want. 

One of my first attempts with the 
macro lens was of a flowel that I 
thought was a bluebell. I sketched it 
as well , because, besides the fact that 
I enjoy making little drawings, in the 
process of drawing a plant I observe 
the shapes and details of petals , stems 
and leaves much more accurately than 
I would otherwise. Beside [he sk.etch I 
write where I found the flower and 
when . So, armed with my photograph 
and sketch and little notes, 1 later 
identified the alleged bluebell as a 
harebell. 

Las t summer's discoveries have given 
me a mere glimpse in to whJt was 
formerly an indistinguishable mass of 
verdure. In the spring the first of 
hundreds of flowers will start to grow, 
quietly, in their own time, in secret 
dark places, in sunny open spaces. The 
thought that they will be ther.e for me 
to sketch and photograph and learn 
about, is a very pleasant one. 
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Merit Awards 
W. A. CUMMING 

The Merit Awards, given by the 
Western Canadian Soc iety for Horti· 
cu lture, are based on ~he performance 
of the plants in the merit trial gardens 
at the M orden Research S ta tion. The 
first five plants receiving Merit Awards 
were de cribed briefly in the 1968 
edition of the "Prairie Garden". Nine 
more awards have been given for 
outstanding ornamental plants since 
that time. 

Plant breeders on the Canadian 
prairies and adjacent States have sent 
a tota l of 173 new ly developed plants 
to the Morden Research Station for 
inc lusion in the merit trials. The 
fourteen plants which received Merit 
Awards represent eight percent of the 
total number of candidate plants 
submitted. Those receiving Merit 
Awards must be outstanqing orna
menta ls. WATCH YOU R LOCAL 
NU RSERY CATALOGUES FOR 
ME RI T AWA RD WINNE RS! 

The five described in the previous 
article were: Rosa 'Assiniboine' and 
Heuchera 'Brandon Pink' in 1965; 
Juniperus 11Orizolllalis 'Dunvegan Blue' 
and POlelllilla jillticosa 'Coronation 
Triumph' in 1967 and Malus 'Roya lty' 
in 1968. 

In 1969 two awards were presented 
to H. F. Harp of the Morden Re earch 
Station for his Prairie Dawn rose and 
Morden Cameo chrysanthemum. 
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~osa 'Pra.irie Dawn' is a hardy, 
upnght growing shrub rose which may 
eventua ll y reach five to six feet in 
height. Its glowing pink, 2Y2 inch 
double flowers begin in late June and 
are produced intermittently throughout 
the summer. 

ChrysanthemulII 'Morden Cameo' is 
a fully doub le, white garden chrysanthe· 
mum of very high quality. Its eason 
of bloom is from mid-September until 
severe frost. 

H. H. Marshal l of the Morden 
Research Station, received a Mer it 
Award for his Cuthbert Grant rose in 
1970. This double flowered, dark red 
rose blooms on the current season's 
growth and produce its clusters of 
three to six large flowers from early 
July to freeze-up. 

In 1971, A. J. Poner, Honeywood 
Nursery, Parkside, Sasl-.atchewan won 
Merit Awards for two of h(s lily 
introductio ns: 

LiliLll ll 'Orange L igh t' - a vigorous 
growing, hardy lily to three feet in 
height, with upward facing, glistening 
orange flowers . 

L~/ium 'Redland' has upward facing, 
glowll1g deep red flowers on three foot 
stems. 

In 1972, W. L. Kerr of Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan, was given a Merit Award 
for his Goldenlocks elder: 

Salllbucus racelllosa 'Golden locks' 
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is a dwarf, golden-leafed form of the 
European red elder. This golden, cut
leaf elder matures to a compact, 
rounded bush at about three feet in 
height. 

In 1973, W. A. Cumming of the 
Morden Research Station, received an 
Award of Merit for Kelsey ornamental 
crabapple: 

Malus adstringells 'Kelsey' - a semi
double . flowered rosyb loom crabapple. 
The purpl ish red flowers are produced 
annually in profusion. 

In 1974, H. H. Marshall and W. A. 
Cumming of the Morden Research 
Station, will receive Merit Awards for 

hooty 
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Neepawa monarda and M iss Canada 
lilac, respectively: 

Monarda 'Neepawa' is a deep pink 
flowered monarda with broad petals. 
The numerous flower heads are pro
duced in midsummer on vigorous plants 
to 30 inches in height. 

Syringa 'Miss Canada' the brightest 
pink flowered cultivar belonging to th~ 
late flowering group of lilacs. Three 
species are involved in the parentage of 
this new lilac - the Late lilac, Syringa 
~illosa; the Hungarian lilac, Syringa 
joslkaea and the Nodding lilac, Syringa 
rejlexa. 

hortul The Anatomy of Insects as compared with men are: 
insects have no lungs, but breathe through spiracles; 

layS· their blood has no red corpuscles and circulates with-
out veins, arteries or capillaries; have widely scattered 

organs for hearing which are never evident as ears, and, organs of smell and 
taste which are chemical detectors scattered over body. 

Chewing and Chafing Insects have similar teeth-like mouth parts, moving 
from side to side. 

Damage: Chewing Insects - plant tissues eaten, leaving torn and missing 
sections of plant. 

Damage: Chafing Insects - plant surface rasped and chafed leaving scored 
plan t tissue. 

Sucking Insects have slender pointed, piercing, sucking beaks. 
Damage: Plant surface punctured, plant juices sucked up, leaving spotting, 

curling of leaves, browning and wilting. 
HOW INSECTS EAT 

------------------------------------------~ 
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Lime -Induced Chlorosis 

L. J. LACROIX & L. M. LENZ 

Chlorosis is a general term employed 
to describe plants whose leaves have a 
marked deficiency in chlorophyll 
content (chlorophyll is the green pig
ment common in most plants). This 
condition commonly is a symptom of 
iron deficiency and more specifically 
is expressed by the loss of green color 
between the leaf veins. The symptom 
appears on the newer growth first and 
under extreme conditions these leaves 
yellow and die. Trees subject to this 
condition may show chlorosis on 
isolated branches due to the differential 
zones of feeding of the root system. 
Affected annual plants, in general, will 
survive but may be severely limited 
in amount of growth and flowering. 
Yearly recurrence of the condition 
with perennials may result eventually 
in death of the plant. 

Some crop plants which are serious
ly affected by chlorosis include straw
berr ies, raspberries, field beans, peas, 
corn and apples. Some ornamental 
plants susceptible to chlorosis are: 
rose, delphini um, spirea, Prunus spp., 
mountainash, geranium, iris, snap'
dragon and petunia. Within each species 
some varieties are more sensitive than 
others, e.g., Hansen Hedge and Dr. 
Merkeley roses tend to be more res
istant to chlorosis than Persian Yellow 
and Hansa. 

normal plant growth but this iron 
frequently is unavailable. to the plant. 
A combination of high lime and 
neutral or alkaline soil conditions 
results in iron unava ilability and thus 
the term lime-induced chlorosis. Soils 
of this type are widespread throughout 
the prairies. 

Considerable care should be taken 
in selecting materials known to be 
resistant to iron deficiency problems, 
if the soil area to be landscaped is 
known to be high in lime. In this regard 
it is strongly recommended that soil 
analyses be carried out before planting 
is undertaken. 

Although the application of iron 
chelates such as Versenol and Se
questrene 330 is still recommended as 
a remedial treatment for trees and 
shrubs suffering from iron deficiency, 
research has been directed to methods 
of selecting resistant clones of various 
species. As a result of the good will 
and generosity of Mr. E.R. McDonald 
of Gunton, Manitoba, the university 
now has a permanent test site here and 
considerable progress has been made 
in selecting resistant clones of apple 
and amur apple. 

We would appreciate notification 
from anyone observing apparently 
resistant specimens of trees and shrubs 
as potential material for our' test 

Most soils have sufficient iron to 
I program. 

supply the small requirements for 
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TRADESCANTIA commonly called the inch plant 
or wandering jew. An easy-to-grow vine for home 
culture usually white or yellow striped leaves and 
often with edges and undersides a purplish green. 

Grows well in plain water. . 
They do best in bright, indirect light - 400 footcandles. They w/~1 grow 

under lesser conditions but in that case the leaves of variegated types. WIll turn 
almost all green. -A verage home tempe,ratures are ideal, Let the sot! become 
moderately dry between thorough watertngs. 

Beautilul Home Grounds Become the Fashion! 

Your Home Grounds can 
be made a s Attract ive. 

Consult us now. 

Write lor free 
Landscape Design Service 

and Name of Representative 
in Your Area 

PRAIRIE NURSERIES LIMITED 
Established In 1 911 

Largest Nurseries in Western Canada ESTEVAN, Sask . 
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Disease Problems of 
Trees and Shrubs 

R. G. PLATFORD 

Home grounds and city streets 
would be gr im places without the 
green of our enduring trees and shrubs. 
Although most are hardy and take a 
minimum of care, trees and shrubs 
are subject to a numbE!r or disorders 
or plant diseases. 

The following table lists some of 
the more common diseases, plants 
Mfected, symptoms of the disease and 
control measures. 

In treating a plan! disease, it is not 
essential that the disease organism is 
known, but it is important that the 
typtl of disease .be recognized. It is no 
use treating a leaf spot disease in the 
same manner as a dieback. Help in 
recognizing the particular disease 
problem, and information on control, 
can be obtained rrom provincial Agri
cu ltural Departments, and university 
Plant Science Departments. 

Plant diseases may be caused by 
living organisms, or they may be due 
to too much water or too little, it 
may be the eFrect or the environment 
or a nutrient deficiency. Also all in
creasing problem today in industria l 
centers is, of course, air pollution. 

Disease Trees & Shrubs 
Affected 

Leaf Spot Many broad leaf 
anthracnose trees & shrubs 

Leaf Rust Popl ars 
Russian Olive 
Hawthornes 

Symptom 

Variously shaped 
spots or blotches 
on lea\es, often tan, 
brown, reddi h-brown, 
to black, in color. 
May be bordered by a 
ring of darker colored 
tissue. Spots may be 
coalese to affect 
large part of leaf 
surface and cause 
. premature leaf 
drop. 

Orange pustules 
usually on underside 
of leaf. 

Control 

Apply fungicide such as Captan 
50% W.P . at rate of 2 tbsp. /gal. 
water, thoroughly wet leaf sur
face. Repeat applications 
throughout growing season. 
May' be necessary, especially 
during periods of humid 
weather. ake up diseased 
leaves in fall and destroy. 

Apply Zineb at I-I / 2 tbsp. 
per gal. water, thoroughly wet 
leaf surface or dust on 
powdered sulphur. Repeat as 
necessary. 
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Needle Rust Spruce 

Gall Rust 

Mildew 

Needle 
Cast 
Eve rgreens 

Canker 

Dieback 

Needle 
Browning 

Ja ck Pine 
White Pine 
Junipers 

Lilac 
Poplar 
Willow 

Scotch Pine 
Mugo Pine 
Spruce 

Poplar 

Russian Olive 
Birch 

Junipers 
Cedars (arbo
vitae). pine 
spruce 

Orange pustules 
on needles. 

Swelling or blister
like growths on main 
stem or branches 
rust spores often 
exuded in gelatinous 
masses 

White powdery 
growth,like dust on 
surface of leaf. 

Browning of 
needles starting 
with a yellow 
banding of needle. 

Swelling on branches 
and main stem, 
often leaves wilt and 
die above the canker. 

Death of branches 
and crown of tree. 

Needles on south 
west side of tree 
turn brown over 
winte r. 
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Apply Zineb as above 

Prune off affected galls if on 
side branch. If on main stem, 
prune out diseased tissue, 
swab area with Javex solution 
one part Javex to four parts 
water. Success in treating trees 
with rust galls on main stem is 
quite low. 

Mildew is most severe in latter 
part of season, August and 
September. If damage is 
enough to warrant control, 
app ly Benlate 50% W.P . at rate 
of 1 tbsp./gal. of water. 
Powdered sulphur or Karathane 
are also effective. 

Apply Captan or Maneb. 

Prune off cankers on branches. 
Destroy severely infected trees. 
Hybr id poplars are very sus
ceptible to ca nkers . 

Russian Olive, Lombardy 
Poplar and Weeping Willow 
are not fu ll y hardy in many 
areas of the Prairie Provinces. 
Russian Olive and Popl ar are 
subject to wood rotting fungi 
which attack at wound points 
such as cracks at junction of 
branches and stem. When prun
ing off dead branches prune 
flush with main trunk and 
scrape wound to remove rough 
edges. 
This will allow rapid callousi ng 
over of wound and th us not 
allow points of en try for decay 
causing fungi. Birch trees often 
dieback due to winter injury . 
Wa ter trees well in la te 
autumn to reduce winter 
dessication of branches . 

Injury is caused by dessication 
of the needles during late 
winter months. Water is re
moved from needles by action 
of sun and drying winds, si nce 
ground is frozen, wa ter can not 
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Fircblight 

Chlorosis 

Crabapple 
Cotoneaster 
Hawthorne 
Mountain Ash 

Scorching of 
leaves and young 
shoots, bark turns 
bl ack, leaves turn 
brown and remain 
attached to branch. 
Fruit clus ters dry up 
and are discolo red . 

Rose leaves turn ye llow 
Spirea in area between 
Moun tain Ash veins, veins remain 
Crabapples green . 
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be replaced. Water trees well 
in late fall so they have a good 
supply of moisture in the 
needles. If ,possible, cover with 
bur lap . 

Prune off infected branches 
6 - 10" below last evidence of 
discolored bark. Sterilize shears 
between cu ts using a solution 
of 1 part J avex (household 
bleach) to 4 parts water. If 
infection was present on tree, 
the previous year, spray with 
Agristep at a concentration of 
100 ppm as soon as blossoms 
open. ' Repe at application 
during blossoming period after 
periods of ra in . 

Appl y Iron Chelate 
(sequestrine) 

Mention of brand name pesticides 
does not imply that these are the only 
ones that can be used. The ones 
mentioned are those that have been 
found effective, readily}vailable and 
safe to use . Other chemicals can be 
used provided they are recommended 
for a specific use on the label. Follow 
all directions as to use and safety pre
cautions outlined on product label. 
Use chemical control only when situ-

ation justifies its use . Good sanitation 
consisting of destroy ing infected 
leaves and branches when noticed will 
help to reduce the spread of disease, 
Plant only trees and shrubs recom
mended for your area and, when 
possible, obtain them from a local 
nursery, 

Consult 1973 issue of Prairie Garden 
re : Recommended Fungicides for The 
Gardener, P. 102 - 103. 

CHAMAEDOREA, also called NEANTHE bella palm, 
and PHOENIX, the miniature date palm. These two 
palms grow seldom more than 18 inches to two feet 
in height. As small plants they are often combined 

with other types of plants in dish gardens. 80th these palms have arching 
feather/ike fronds with the leaflets on the Phoenix being wider spaced than on 
the Neanthe bella palm. 

The Nean the bella palm requires only medium light such as supplied by a 
north window - 150 footcandles, while the Phoenix palm does best in bright 
indirecl light - 400 footcandles. Home temperatures are ideal. Keep the soil 
reasonably moist but not wet, at all times. 
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TIPS ON ROOTING GERANIUM CUTTINGS. 

1. Take your cuttings from old plants in September
before frost threatens. 

2. Take cuttings from the ends of branches and new 
growth formed along the stems. 

3. Make clean cut just below a leaf joint. 
4. Each cutting should be no longer than four to six inches and have all but 

the top three or four leaves removed. 
5. To encourage rooting moisten the cut ends and dip them lightly into a No. 

1 softwood rooting powder. 
6. Lay cuttings out on a counter or table for four hours or more, to allow 

the ends to become calloused. This will lessen the tendency of the cut 
ends to rot rather than to root. 

7. Use a sterile medium such as vermiculite or perlite. Flower pots may be 
used. A four inch pot will take three or four cuttings, a six inch pot, five 
or six. Place the cuttings' 1 % to two inches deep in the medium, firm the 
medium down, and wate; thoroughly. 

8. To maintain humidity enclose the pot and cuttings in a transparent plastic 
bag. You will 'lot have to water again for some time, and then only 
sparingly. 

9. Keep cuttings in a good light - not sunlight - until rooted. A good indi
cation of rooting is new growth. 

10. When the cuttings have rooted, pot individually in a light loamy soil. 
Good light, a cool area and water on the dry side will keep plants compact. 

CRASSULA , also known as jade plant. These easy· to
grow succulents make excellent house plants. They 
live indefinitely indoors; many are used in dish 
gardens and often takes the form of miniature trees . 

Their one to' two inch smooth rounded or oval leaves are green with certain 
~~w~~~ . 

They grow best in a bright sunny window, 1000 footcandles, but will do 
well in any bright location. They will tolerate a wide range of temperatures. Let 
the soil become nearly dry between thorough waterings. 
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Hardy Shrub Roses 
H. H. MARSHALL 

Hardy shrub roses can be valuable 
ornamentals when used in the righ t 
pl ace. Because they range in stature 
from 8 foot giants to 1 .5 foot dwarfs, 
misplacing either can lead to disappoint
ment or inconvenience. They differ 
markedly from the well known hybrid 
teas and are, therefore, better used 
for a differen t purpose. They can be 
striking as a shrub for landscaping but 
a di sappointment as cut flo-wers. Some 
will make a ground cover in a sunny 
location but not a multicolored bed of 
roses. Some provide winter co lor in 
fr uit or bark which none of the tender 
roses do. 

A few thousand rose cultivars have 
been named. Most of these are hybrid 
teas, flor ibundas and simil ar roses. For 
bedding and for cutting, they are the 
world's most bea uti ful roses and, some 
would say, most beautiful flowers, 
however, they were developed from 
non-hardy species and they have not 
been selected for hardin ess. Many 
cu ltivars can be grown as annual 
flowers or as perennials if one is 
prepared to invest considerable time 
and mate rial in their care. No doubt 
enthusiasts will continue to do so. 

Hardy roses are a diverse lot, re
flecting the character of th e several 
species used as parents and the ideas 
of many rose breeders. More than 100 
cultivars and species are growi ng at 
the Research Station at Morden. Some 
very large shrubs have Rosa rugosa as 
a parent, but other species have also 

given very large shrubbery selections. 
The smal lest types include the double 
forms of R. arkallsaila (R. su!!t/lta) 
such as John Allen, Woodrow and also 
R. Ilitida and Dr. Merkeley. The first 
grou p may be used for background or 
fo und at ion plantings whi le the latter 
might serve better as ground cover. The 
R. arkallsal1a types wil l grow fair ly 
well in dry or exposed situations even 
if tops are severe ly damaged in winter 
as by snow removal. 

A large number of shrub roses have 
been named. Several of the better old 
ones are listed in Manitoba Depart
ment of Agriculture publi cation No. 
329. Some newer ones that may fin d a 
place in prairie gardens are discussed 
below but first a word for two that 
are not as new. 'Therese Bugnet ' -
This is outstanding as an upright six 
foot hardy floriferous shrub. Flowers 
are double pink, occurri ng mainly at 
the end of June but also scattered 
th roughout lare summer. 

'Dr. Merkeley' will make a dense 
grou nd cover two to three feet in 
height with clean .green foliage and 
good double pink flowers. 

'Metis' is a four foot shrub which is 
outstanding for its bright green R. 
/litida foliage which co lors red in the 
fall. Flowers are borne freely but are 
the double pink see l1 in many hardy 
shrub roses. 'Ay lsham' is a sim il ar 
ap peari ng cu ltivar. 

'Rita Bugnct ' is a five foot wide
spreading shrub which bears double 
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white flowers . 'Wasagaming' is simi lar 
in habits but bears double pink, strong
ly scented flowers. 

'Pra irie Dawn' is another six footer 
with pink double flowers. I t should 
replace Prairie Youth which is similar 
but less hardy. I t also bears some bloom 
in late summer. 

'Assiniboine' is a R. arkal1sal1a 
hybrid and quite different from those 
listed above. Flowers have about 15 
red petals and a ye ll ow open centre. 
They are borne freely on new growth 
givinga long season of bloom beginning 
in July. Healthy, establi shed plants 
wi II bloom if they are cu t back to the 
ground in spring. It might serve well 
where tops are likely to be damaged 
by snow removal. 

'C uthbert Grant' also has R. 
arkansana in its pare ntage but might 
be treated as a hardier hybrid tea or 
floribunda. Flowers are large, semi
double, crimson and are borne from 
July to October. This is Manitoba's 
Centennial Rose. 
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Cultural req ui rements for all roses 
are similar excepting for pruning. 
Shrub roses produce the best bloom on 
stems that grew in the preceding two 
years. Older stems and weak or mis
placed ones should be cut out at the 
base, just above the soil, ear ly each 
spring. Excess suckers shou ld also be 
removed at this time for most shrub 
roses sucker more or less. Th is becomes 
confusing if the rose is grafted on a 
stock which also suckers. Hardy roses 
are best on their own roots and 
suckers may be used to establish new 
plants. 

Plant your shrub roses in the proper 
place, in a sunny well drai ned loca tion 
in good garden soil. Keep the weeds 
under control and spray occasionally 
for insects or di seases. Use some 
ferti lizer and irrigate when dry . This 
should still leave some time for other 
yard chores and an occasional pause 
to listen to the neighbors ad miring 
the shrub roses. 

PI TTOSPORUM, usually called Japanese pittosporums. 
These plants are extremely accommodating house 
plants, surviving for years with relatively little care. 
They tolerate chills and are especially valuable in 

drafty locations where other plants would not do well. They have shiny .feathery 
leaves arranged in whorls at the tips of branches. 

They will grow to three to four feet tall but can be kept smaller by pruning. 
As the plants grow in flat planes, they are particularly suited to bonsai pruning. 

They do best in a good sunny location - 800 footcandles, but do fairly 
well in bright indirect light. Let the soil become moderately dry between 
thorough waterings. 
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Tomato Family Plallning 
JOHN A. VELIATH 

In some developing, overpopulated 
countries such as India and China, it is 
a common sight to see large billboards 
with captions "small family, happy 
family." You might wonder why a 
small family should be necessarily 
happy. What the message really implies 
is that fewer mouths mean more food, 
fuller stomachs and, therefore, happier 
dispositions. 

What has all this to do with 
tomatoes? Strange as it may seem, 
very similar principles apply to the 
growth of determinate or bush-type 
tomatoes. The smaller the number of 
fruits on the plant, the more carbo
hydrate (food) each fruit gets and the 
larger it becomes_ You m igh t argue 
that there is not much sense in doing 
this because you are getting fewer 
fruits . This is true, but bear in mind 
that in the prairie provinces the grow
ing season is so short that only five to 
six clusters have sufficient time to 
mature. The other fruits are killed by 
frost and, as such, are of no practical 
value, in fact, they merely sap the 
plant's food supply. What would 
happen if they were removed and 
each plant was allowed to bear only 
the number of fruits it normally 
matures? Here at the University of 
Manitoba we tried to answer question 
such as this by means of experiments 
which have been affectionately dubbed 

"Tomato Family Planning." These 
experiments were conducted over a 
period of three summers and proved 
beyond doubt that the fewer the 
fruits, the larger they become. More 
important, with five to six clusters on 
each plant, the total weight yield is 
increased 20 to 30% when compared 
to plants which have a full load of 
fruit. 

How can the toma 0 family plan 
be implemented? It is really quite 
simple. Leave the first six clusters, 
then pinch off the others while they 
are still in the bud or flower stage. 
Of course, more will develop and these 
must also be removed. This process 
of hand deblossoming should be con
tinued at weekly intervals throughout 
the season. As far as possible, do not 
permit fruit to set on any but the six 
elite clusters. 

Hand deblossoming does involve an 
appreciable amount of work, but most 
home gardeners have so few plants 
that they are only too glad to lavish 
them with a little extra TLC. The 
fruits are well worth the effort: larger, 
juicier tomatoes. As for the commercial 
grower - well, we have been testing 
various chemicals to find a suitable 
substitute for manual deflowering. As 
yet we have had limited success, but 
perhaps someday someone will come 
up with the perfect tomato pill. 
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Easy Tips for You 
ISABELLE R. YOUNG F.R.H.5. 

I f cats are a nuisance around your 
property, scatter pieces of orange peel 
around your flower beds, etc. They 
hate the smell of orange. Moth balls 
will work too, but this is not safe 
where there are pets or small children. 

House plants can be kept in good 
condition when you go on a short 
holiday (approximately 2 weeks) by 
enclosing in a plastic bag, with a few 
ho les punched in it, and keeping out 
of direct sun. A large piece of black 
plastic is convenient to cover a compost 
pile if you find it hard to hide any 
other way. I t also keeps the moisture 
in and helps to hasten decomposition. 

Having trouble with white fly in 
your greenhouse? Some people find 
that by growing a few Calendula 
among the plants does help. The white 
fly seems to be attfacted to these 
plants. Once they start sucking the sap 
of the Calendulas they remain there, 
because the sap is sticky and acts as 
a flycatcher. Eventually, the Calendu
las become sickly and die and these 
wi ll have to be removed, replacing 
them with others. 

Cutworms can cause considerable 
damage in a garden. They are slightly 
brownish-grey, about one inch long and 
curl up in a ball when disturbed. 
Normally, they feed just under the 
surface of the soil, cutting plants off 
at ground level. Others may eat the 

foliage at night. You can use ashes 
around the plants, cutworms do not 
like ashes. 

To tint dried flowers, use liquid 
food coloring. Do not subject flowers 
to direct sunlight as this causes fading. 

Basic tools are a "must". I r you are 
just a beginner in gardening, you will 
need a spading fork, and a long h,\ndled 
shovel is best for a large amount of 
deep digging. An iron rake is essentia l 
for leve lling off the earth after it has 
been dug. For selling out plants, a 
trowel is almost a necessity. There is 
always a certain amount of cultivating 
to do, so either a hoe or a pronged 
cultivator will be needed. If you have 
any trees or shrubs, pruning shears are 
handy. For your lawn, you will need a 
good mower, a lawn rake and clippers 
for trimming the edge. And don't 
forget, you will need a ho e. for water
ing (either plastic or rubbe r)' along 
with a nozzle and prinkler. 

I t is a good idea to label plants in 
your garden - roses, perenn ials, etc. 
There are a number of good labe l 
makers on the market, or you can write 
on the stakes with a waterproof penci l. 
If you attach labels to plants with 
wire, make sure it does not cu t into 
the bark or tem. Plastic bottles, cut 
to the desired size, make ideal labels 
for greenhouse work, bedding-out 
plants, etc. 
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Extension 
Horticulturist 
Retires 

E. A. MAGINNES 

June 20, '1973, marked the retire
ment of David R. Robinson from the 
Extension Division, University of 
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, after 29 
years of service. 

Dave, a long-time resident of Sask
atchewan, was born in Belmont, 
Manitoba. His family moved about one 
year ,later, however, to a homestead 
near Pasweigan, Saskatchewan and he 
received his primary and secondary 
education in that school area. 

After receiving a Bachelor of Science 
in Agriculture from the University of 
Saskatchewan in 1928, he obtained 
emp loyment with the Department of 
Horticulture, University of Sask
atchewan, where he worked until 1928. 
From 1938 to 1941 he instructed 
winter classes in horticulture under 
the Dominion Provincial Youth Train
ing Program, and operated a farm in 
the summer. 

Dave saw active service with the 
Royal Canadian Artillery from 1941 
to 1943. I n the fall of 1944 he accepted 
an appointment as Horticultural 
Specialist with what was formerly 
known as the Extension Department, 
University of Saskatchewan. On retire-

ment he was an Associate Professor of 
Horticultural Extension. 

Dave's professional career was de
voted to extending horticultural in
formation. In addition to spending 
many hours instructing at horticultural 
short courses throughout Sask
atchewan, considerable emphasis was 
placed on the propagation and distri
bution of seeds and plants of many 
ornamental and fruit-bearing plants. 
Through his interest in hardy fruits, a 
series of test orchards were established 
in Saskatchewan . 
. Dave was instrumental in establish

ing The Gardeners' Guild mailing 
service. This popular service included 
the highly regarded quarterly publi
cation, The Gardeners ' Bulletin. 

Considerable time was devoted to 
horticultural groups. From 1944 until 
retirement he was Secretary of the 
Provincial Fruit Show. He also held 
the position of assistant-secretary of 
the Saskatchewan Horticultural Associ
ation from 1945 to 1950, while from 
1950 until retirement he assumed the 
role of secretary-treasurer. Under his 
guidance, Horticultural Society mem
bership in the Association grew from 
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19 in 1951 to 38 in 1972. 
Dave has been held in high regard 

by Saskatchewan and Prairie horti
culturists; he has received honorary 
life memberships in the Saskatoon 
Horticultural Society, Saskatchewan 
Horticultural Association and the 
Western Canadian Society for Horti
culture. 

A further honor was bestowed on 
him at the 41st Annual Meeting of 
the Saskatchewan Horticultural Associ
ation when they annou nced the 
establishment of the David R. Robin-
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son Award in Horticu lture. This award 
was named after Dave as a recognition 
of the contribu tions he has made to a 
greater understanding and appreciation 
of horticulture husbandry in Sask
atchewan, Announcement of this award 
coincided fairly closely with Dave's 
retirement and is a very fitting 
recognition for a person who has 
devoted his life to further horticulture 
in Saskatchewan. 

Dave and his wife Haze l plan to 
continue residence in Saskatoon, and 
devote considerable time to travel. 

SYNGONIUM, also known as NEPHTHYTIS - com
mon name, Arrowhead Vine. This is one of the most 
useful and undemanding foliage plants for the home, 
Young plants have simple 3 inch long arrowhead 

shaped leaves. As the plant matures the leaves become larger and increasingly 
complex, finally developing into the shape of an open fan. Many plants can have 
all stages simultaneously. 

When young, different species have silvery white or yel/ow markings along 
the major veins of their leaves. As the leaves develop they gradually become 
entirely green. 

These plants do well in the heat and humidity of the average home. They 
do best in bright indirect light - 400 footcandles. Pinch off long stems, at any 
season, to increase branching and develop young growth with foliage markings. 
Propagate at any season from stem cuttings. 
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Environmental Horticulturist, 
Alberta Horticu ltural Research Centre, Brooks, Alberta . 
Chief, Orn amentals and Fruit Section, 
Canada Department of Agriculture, Morden , Manitoba. 
Promotional Services, Manitoba Hydro. 
Retired Head Gardener and Technical Offi cer Ornamental 
Horticulture , Canada Department of Agriculture, Morden, 
Manitoba. 
Pl ant Research In titute, Canada Department of Agri
culture (article reprinted courtesy " Greenhouse-Garden 
Grass"). 
G.S. Reycraf t , former Editor, Prairie Garden. Editor 
" Over the Garden Wall " , Winnipeg Free Press. 
Entomologist, Manitoba Department of Agriculture. 
Supervisor of Weed Control, City of Winnipeg. 
Professor, Plant Physiology, Plant Science Depar tment , 
University of Manitoba. 
Professor, Ornamental Horticulture , 
Pl ant Science Department, University of Manitoba. 
Professor, Depart ment of Horticulture Science, 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon , Saskatchewan. 
Superintendent of acilities & Maintenance , 
Parks and Protec ti on, Ci ty of Winnipeg. 
Horti culturist, Canada Research Station, Morden , Man. 
Plant Research Institute, Ca nada Depdrtment of Agri 
culture (art icle reprinted cou rtesy "Greenhouse-Garden
Grass") 
Speciali t, Fruit Crop> , Horticulture Di vision , 
Manitoba Department of Agriculture . 
Plant Pathologis t , Manitoba Department of Agriculture. 
Horticulturist, Ex tens ion Division , 
Uni versi ty of Saskatchewan, Sa katoon - now retired. 
Park Pl anner, Ci ty of Winnipeg. 
Manitoba free lance writer. 
Landscape Architect, City of Winnipeg. 
Horticultural Technician, 
Alberta Hort icultural Research Cen tre, Brooks, Alberta. 
Head, Botanic Garden and Field Laboratory, 
University of Alberta , Edmonton, Alberta. 
Formerly Professor of Horticulture , University of Man
itoba and Supt. Forest Nursery Station, Ind ian Head, 
Saskatchewan. Latterly, Research Associate at th e Uni-
versi ty of Manitoba now retired. 
Director of Maintenance and Development, 
Wascana Centre, Regina , Saskatchewan. 
Provincial Horticulturist and Chief, Horticulture Division, 
Soils and Crops Branch, Manitoba Department of Agri
culture. 
Graduate student working towards Doctorate, 
Plant Science Department , University of Manitoba. 
Writer, garden co lumn ist and outstanding gardener . 
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LANDSCAPE PICTORIAL SECTION 
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33 - Manitoba Department of Agriculture 
34 - M. D. A. 
35 - (top photo ) Manitoba Horticulture 

Association slide compe ti tion 
(bottom photo) M. D. A. 

36 - M. H. A. 
37 - (top) M. D. A. (bottom) M. H. A. 
38 - M. D. A. 
39 - Gunter Schoch, City of Winnipeg 
40 - M. H. A. 
41 - (top) University of Manitoba 

(bottom) M. H. A. 
42 - M. H. A. 

43 - (top) M. H. A . (bottom) M. D. A. 
44 - M. H. A. 
45 - M. H. A. 
46 - M. D. A. 
47 - (top) M. H. A. 

(bottom) Morden Research Station 
48 - Professor J oh n Wal ker 
49 - (top) M. H. A . 

(bottom) Gunter Schoch 
50 - (top) M. D. A. 

(bottom) Gunter Schoch 
51 - (top) M. H. A. 

(bottom) Gunter Schoch 

We Are Looking For Authors 
The Prairie Garden Committee is looking for authors who are 

interested in writing articles for the Prairie Garden . We like articles from 
amateur gardeners telling us about their gardening experiences. They may 
cov.er any phase of horti~ulture such as house plants, ornamentals, flowers , 
frUits or vegetables. Articles on nature, wild flowers, birds and insects will 
also be considered. Where possible, black and wh ite pictures will help to 
make the artitle better and improve the image of the Prairie Garden. 

The Prairie Garden is a labor of love_ Authors will receive a 
complimentary copy of the Prairie Garden issue in which their article 
appears. They will also know that they are contributing to the value of 
this publication . 

So, if you like to write, or know of someone who does, let's hear 
from you. Send your contribution to The Editor, c/o The Prairie Garden 
P.O . Box 517, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3C 2) 3. ' 
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Didn't your mother ever tell you 
about the bugs and the weeds? 

If she didn't, Chipman has some facts of life for all you home 
gardeners . .. bugs and weeds multiply! Run rampant in your 
garden - eating your favourite rose bushes, choking the very 
life out of your flowering shrubs. So Chipman Chemicals devel
oped something to safeguard your garden . . . a bug control 
and a weed control! 

Dutox ':' (the bug control liquid) - a two-way protection 
from mites, aphids and chewing insects. (1) Spray kills insects 
on contact. (2) The insecticide is absorbed into the leaves 
and moves in the sap stream to all parts of the plant. Available 
in 8, 16 and 32 oz. bottles. 

Weedrite ':' - a unique weed killer that kills weeds on con
tact without harming mature brown bark. Fast and effective 
on broadleaf weeds and 
grasses in flower and veg-
etable beds , around 
borders, driveways, etc. 
Available as granules in 7 
oz. and 1 Y2 lb. poly bottles 
and as a foam in 22 oz. 
aerosol cans. 

Remember ... out 
there under your shrubs 
are little bugs and little 
weeds just waiting to run 
rampant in your garden . 
Get them under control 
now with Dutox -" and 
Weedrite -" . 

• registered trademark 

CHIPMAN CHEMICALS LIMITED ~ 

ORDER FORM 
(Good only in 1974) 

1974 Prairie Garden - $1 .80 (Back o issues will be sold at $1 .00 
each as long as they last.) 

0 1973 

0 1972 

0 1971 

0 1970 

0 1968 

0 1967 

0 1966 

0 1965 

(The 1969 issue is out of print) 

The Prairie Garden 
P.O. Box 517 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3C 2J3 

Please send me the Prairie Gardens 
as indicated in the boxes above. My 
cheque in the amount of $ is 
made out to the Prairie Garden. 

Name ________________ ___ 

Address ________________ _ 

Code __________________ _ 
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ALBERTA URSERIES & 

==~----. eOOg-- LTD . 

Telephone 224-3362 BOWDEN, ALBERTA 

SEND TODAY FOR OUR FREE 
44 PAGE COLOR ILLUSTRATED 

CATALOG 

FR I ESENS is an all-Canadian 
company, servi ng Canada since 

190 7. We prin t school yearbooks, 
diplomas, magazines, calendars, 

books, and se ll stationery sup
plies, school and office equip

ment, and provide folding 
cartons and set-up boxes. 

Hl'a d offill': Alt o na, Manitoba (452 -54331 
a lps o ffi c('s: Winn ip eg, Saska too n, 

Ca lgary, Ed mo nt o n, Vanco uve r. 

D.W. FRIESEN & SONS LTD. 
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Lawn & Garden Products 

(WOIAII IUIll lltlS It,. LWOU.II lISlE 
HilIlIW1S U.A01UI1 MWa IGUIIIU 

GD 
10·&·4 

TURf I [MmIS 
f[RTllIZ[R POUR GIlOM 

EC()N()MCAL - F ... ST AC1ING 
EC()N()MIQA '/ltCTIQN AAPlOE 

t •••• • • • ' ' ''.''''1' " . ". t 

3 LBS. 

ell 
RoseFood 
6 ·12·6 

• '_ko< ...... _ ............. I ... ........... . _ 

.", .. ...... • 51_' .. . .. _, , .... _ 

For an ~tstandtng lawn 
• M.kes yOUt I.wn I thICk, 

Vlly,ly deep· green 
- • No~ ·bufnlng, \ontil·IUhnO 

lawn food 
• Tri ce elemenlS IOf ... Ir. vigour 

40 ' 
CIL., . 
Lawn Doctor 

Ol 4O~ 
Weed & Feed 
12 4 H 

/. ... 

15 ' 
ell ... 
Rose Doctor 

. ... ...... -. - ..... _-

3·6 ·12 
Mgil 

Winterizer 
tor grillI , shrubs , tr •• , : 
conditions . gainst snow mold. 
wint.r kill and b.,k split 

ell 
Plant 
Treat 
20·20·20 

~ 
c.n.dion 1_ UmiIed 

~'_",,,, c-...c;..._ 

• ell 
Geranium 
Food 
15·30·15 .., ~_UmIIod 

SOLD AND DISTRIBUTED BY 

I~,\ tie ~ Sale4Ltd. 
\.'i#J:ta'?1 984 Powell Ave., Winnipeg, R3H OH6 

Phone 783·7187 

ALSO SELLING 

Seeds, Containers, Irrigat ion equipment, 
Agricu Itural chem icals, Garden mach inery, 

Fertilizer, Sprayers, 
Greenhouse suppl ies. 
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